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The meeting was called to order at 3.15 p.m.

AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE

ADDRESS BY MR. ROBERT GABRIEL MUGABE, PRIME MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF
ZIMBABWE

The PRESIDENT: This afternoon the Assembly will first hear a statement

by the Prime Minister of the Republic of Zimbabwe.

Mr. Robert Gabrie1 Mugabe, Prime Minister of Zimbabwe, was escorted to the

rostrum.

The PRESIDENT: I have great pleasure in welcoming the Prime Minister of

the Republic of Zimbabwe, His Excellency The Honourable Robert Gabrie1 Mugabe, and

inviting him to address the General Assembly.

Mr. MUGABE (Zimbabwe): I should like to preface my statement by

discharging some special and pleasant cuties.

First, Sir, on my own behalf and on behalf of my entire delegation, ! wish to

offer you our heartiest congratulations on your richly deserved unanimous election

to preside over the forty-first session of this ~ssembly. Your own distinguished

record as a skilled and experienced diplomat gives us justified confidence that

under your guidance this Assembly will deal successfully with its long agenda. I

pledge the maximum co-operation of the Zimbabwe delegation to you in your efforts

to guide the Assembly to even greater achievements.

Your distinguished predecessor, Mr. Jaime ce Pinies, is equally deserving of

our tribute for the able manner in which he discharged the duties of his office and

we heartily thank him.
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t am pleased, Mr. President, to see seated en your side our secretary-General,

my friend Mr. Perez de Cuellar, who, as I have learned, is rapidly recuperating

from his recent illness. As we all also know, despite problems with his health,

the 8ecretary-General paid full attention to the well-being of the Organization, as

is ant:<lY illustrated by his analytical rePOrt for this year.

I should begin by noting that the lmg list of issues on the agenda of this

s2ssion is truly reflective of the burning and pressing ccmcerns of the

international coUlllunity. In many ways the questions before this Assembly are quite

similar to those on the agenda of the recently calcluded eighth Conference of Beads

of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held in Harare from 1 to

6 septeJrber 1986. I shall crave the Assellt»ly's indulgence to refer in my sta tement

to some of the important decisims and prmoWlcements of that historic sUUlllit

meeting oyer ~ich I was singularly hmoured to preside.

Since the adoption on 14 December 1960 by th is Assembly of the epoch-mak ing

Declaration m the Grantir.:.g of Independence to Colcnial Countries and People 's,

resolution 1514 (XV), no less than 60 countries and many millicns of people have

successfully broken their colcnial shackles and are now occupying their rightful

places in the Assembly and other international forums. While the Barare SUnmi t

Ccnference of Non-Aligned Countrh,:s noted this impressive record with satisfaction

and gratification, the leaders also e;ICpressed themselves as equally disturbed and

discalcerted that the people of Namibia, New Caledmia, Micrcnesia and other

depencent Territor ies o:mtinue to endure colmial domination and exploitation.

Both the 1960 Declaration and elementary justir,:e and morality demand that they be

granted the right to shape theil!: own destinies.

The question of Namibian independence, and in particular the refusal by the

Sout~1 Afr ican apartheid regime to grant that independence despi te all the clear and

unequivocal decisions and resolutions of the AsseJrbly, constitutes nothing less
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than a scandal. I do not propose to discuss this issue in any detail, having

regard to the recently concluded special session of the Assembly, which yet again

addressed it fully. I merely wish to reiterate the following aspects: the Ulited

Natioos, through its Council for Namibia, is the legal administering authority

mtil such time as security Comcil resolution 435 (1978) is implemented and

Namibia is free and independent. The racist Pretor la regime is illegally occupying

Namibia by military force and entirely against the wishes and aspirations of the

Namibi.cm people. Even as we are gathered here, the racist occupation falceS are

not only exploi tia''lg that Terri tory and its people, they are also mass ive1y

militarizing ~~mibia into a formidable launching pad for aggressive acts of State

terrorism and military destabilization against neighbouring States, especially

Angola. In this connection, this Assembly must, as did the recent Harare eighth

Smnmit Conference of Non-Aligned COtmtries, condemn strengly the Pretoria regime

for this and for recruiting, training, financing, directing and infiltri'lting

bandits and mercenary elements into neighbouring comtries to destabilize and

OI7erthrow their Governments.

Equally tmacceptable to and condemned by us are the policies of linkage,

whereby the independence of Namibia is, in effect, made cenditional upen the exit

of Cuban troops from neighbour ing Angola.

Our fears that the United States policy of constructive engagement was not in

the interests of peace in our region were later justified by that Government's

decisicn to resor t to the arming, equipping and financing of Jenah savimbi's

COlD'lter-revolutionaries and bandits for the purpose of oyerthrowing the legitinate

Government of the People's Republic of Angola. This acticn, which clearly is State

terrorism, must surely have the effect of undermining the possibility of a quick

and peaceful resolution of the conflicts in our region. What is very urgently

required is not criminal collaboration with the murderous Pretoria regime, which is
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already on the warpath, but the acceleration of its isolation mtil it offers

lD'\oonditional co-operation with United NatiQ'ls efforts to implement

resolution 435 (1978) for the independence of Namibia.

SOuthern Africa is a regico truly in crisis. The root cause of conflict in

the region is obviously the apartheid system which, according to the eighth Summit

Conference of Non-Aligned C,,)W'ltries, has already jeopardized the sub-continent's

peace and security and is threatening internatiooal peace and security as well.

Only positive and concerted action by the whole international coIllllunity, not pious

resolutions, will break the obduracy of the apartheid regime. The same

international coJIlDunity which has declared apartheid a crime against humanity and

an affroot to miversal conscience must also take coocrete action againSt this

international monster.

The AsSembly must lend weight to the call already made by the Organizatioo of

African O1ity (OAU), the Non-Aligned MOI7ement, and rr·)cently by the Internatiooal

Coofe-r ence on sanctions aga inst Racist South Afr ica, held in Par is from 16 to,

20 Jme 1986 for the immedia te imposi tion of canpr ebens ive manda tory sanctions

against the Pretoria regime. But pending the imposition of comprehensive mandatory

sanctions by the security Council, I wish to commend for the serious consideration

of the Assembly the following package of meas~es endorsed by the recent eighth

Summit Cooference of Non-Aligned Countries, which includes, but is not limited to,

the prohibition of the transfer of technology to South Africa~ cessation of export,

sale or transport of oil and oil products to South Africa, and of any co-operation

with South Afr iea 's oil industry~ cessation of further investment in and financial

loans to South Africa or Namibia, and of any gOl7ernmental insurance or guarantee of

oredi ts to the regime~ prohibition of impor ts from South Afr ica of agr icultural

products, coal, uranium and other mineral comroodities~ enactment of legislation, or

adoption of other measures to comply with united Nations Decree ri>. 1 for the

,
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Protection of the Natural Resources of NMlibia enacted by the thited Nations

Council for Namibia in 1974; termination of air and shipping links with South

Africa~ cessation of all academic, cultural, scientific and sports relations wi th

South Africa and of relations with individI.Jals, institutions and other bodies

endorsing, or based en, apartheid.

Equally disturbing to the international a)_unity is the situation in the

Middle East, at the core of which is the question of Palestine. Since they were

depr ived of their land and were callously diaper sed in la hear t-rending diaspor a,

the Palestinians have been hounded and even massacred at the hands of Israel and

its agents, yet their fighting spirit of resistance continues to rise and soar from

the ruins and ashes of enemy brutality and destruction.

,
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lb Middle East settle1lent can be just and cenprehens ive unlesl!I it is based on

Israel's to~J. and unconditimal withdrawal from all occupied Palestinian and Arab

lands, followed by the full rest«ation of the inalienable rights of the

Palestinians. These rights include the right to unimpeded return to their

homeland, the right to self-determination and the right to establish their own

independent and sOlTereign State in their (loin territory. In this regard the idea of

an international conference a1 peace in the Middle East that would include the PLO

as a full participant must be p.lrsued with vigour.

Many speakers have already referred in detail to other hotbeds of tension and

conflict characterizing the world scene today. I think it is a frightening

observation that, at a time when these persistent regimal cmf1icts are

threatening to erupt into a conflagratim of global dimensims, faith in

multilateralism as a central and effective mechanism for resolving internatimal

tensions and conflicts by peaceful means is on the retreat.

I should like to suggest very stra1gly that this is the time to intensify and

reaffirm our cX>l'IIIUitment to such principles of the United Natims Charter as

non-interference in the affairs of sovereign States, respect for the sOlTereignty

and territorial integrity of other States and the inadmissibility of the threat or

use of foro: in settling international displtes and crises.

. loss of fa ith in the efficacy of those fundamental pr: inciples of

mul tila teral ism was r espons ible for the beg inn ing and perpe tua tion of the dangerous

situatims in Kampuchea and Afghanistan, the tragic Iran-Iraq conflict and the

situations in Central America, including Nicaragua, the Korean peninsula, western

sahara, and the Mediterranean region, inclUding Libya and Cyprus. In all these

si tua tions we demand tha t recourse to the t.heory and practice of -might is right -,

which can never be justified, be abandoned, for it nega tes the pr inciples of the

Charter and imperils international peace and security.
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In the sue vein, I wish to COIIIIend foe i tu good var:k the Group of High Level

Intergovernlllental Experts established by the General Asseslbly at its fortieth

session in accordance wi th its resolution 40/237 to review the efficiency of the

adainistrative and finS'lcial functicning of the united Naticms. The Group's

observations, analyses and reCClElendations as cmtained in its repcxt, uhich is

smllitted to the AsseJlbly as docullent Al4l14', are a realistic attempt to find

solutions to the probleas besetting our Otganizaticm j and I sincerely trust that

the AsSerlbly will see thY in that s£ ious ligbt.

The w«ld ecmOBic scene ls just ea grim and critical as the L"1ternaticnal

political scene. For the third world in general the internatimal economic

emircnment has been terribly I.I'lfavourable, S'ld for Africa in particular it has

been and continues to be disastrous. we are all famliar with the prc:blesas of high

interest rates, pllRJlleting couodity pcices, the crushing debt burden and the very

101 l~els of external exmcessialal assistance. To these we Ilust also add the

devastating effects of such natural disasters as drought and the encroactment of

the deserts, wbich not Q'lly threaten the viabUity of our agricultural sector but

also lIMe ecmOlDic recovery even .ace difficult.

Afr ican GoverruDents and peoples are beo;)lI!ng increasingly aware that they more

than anybody else Bust play a _jar role in their cmtinent's ecmomic

regenerC:itim. They are aware of their responsibUity to effect and ensure the

succecs of painful structural adjustJilent measures 1lt1ic:h _y not be wi thout serious

political and social consequences. HOIiIl!ver, there can be no denying that unless

our efforts are generously supported and ceaplemented by the international

cxn_unity, and especially the indJstrialized countries, Africa's econOl'1ic recovery,

growth and development pcospects will Ca'ltinue to be remte. This position was

fllade clear in th0 Afr iea Prior ity PrograJEe for Economic aecovery, smmitted to the
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Assemly at its special session earlier this year en the critiQal eccnomic

situaticn in Africa.

The economies of African countries are of course an integral part of the world

ecm<ny. MoceCNer, most of the eccnotUc problems cmfrenting the African countries

are also shared by the majority of third-world countries in Asia, Latin America and

Oceania. That is why the Heads of State or Gal7ernment of non-aligned countries

paid attentim to those pcoblems dur ing the recent Harare Ccnference. The

non-aligned leaders tightly observed that the persistent wodd eccnomic crisis

underlying the importance of fundamental structural adjustments in internatiooal

eccnomic relations in order to create a just and equitable ecmomic system

promoting rapid and sustained economic gl:owth and developnent throughout the wor Id,

especially in the developing countries.

It is now time that we reaffirmed our col11Ditment to, and reiterated the

continuing Validity and relevance of, the Declaration and Programme of Action on

the Establishment of a New International Economic order as enshrined in General

Assenbly resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 CS-VI), of 1 May 1974, as well ClS the

Char ter of Econanic Righ ts and Du ties of Sta tes, in Gener a1 Assembly

resolution 3281 (XXIX), of 12 Decellber 1974~ The lack of progress in the

implementa tioo of these and similar resolutions, despi \:e the flexible and

constructive attitude adopted by the developing countries, is deplorable. The

Group of 77 lIlust be co1lllliended for its tremendous efforts aimed at stimulating the

staUed process of international negotiations through the implementation of the

proposals of the seventh Cooference of Beads of State or Government of Non-Aligned

Countries, wich include the launching of global negotiations in two phases: first,

a progran:me of immediate measures in areas of cr itical importance to develeping

countries, including the Internatiooal Cooference 00 Maley and Finance for
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Development, and, secondly, a co~rehensive reform of the existing inadequate,

ineauitable and outdated international monetary and financial system.

We cannot but regret the fact that no progress has been made in the

implementation of those. proposals, thanks to the intransigent positions adopted by

some developed countries. This Assembly should stress the urgent need for the

implementation of the programme of immediate measures for the reactivation of the

world economy.

For our part, we in the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries have requested the

Group of 77 to continue its efforts to reactivate neqotiations for the launching of

global negotiations as soon as possible. We urge reciprocity and a demonstration

of the necessary political will on the part of the developed countries to enable

negotiations to be launched. These negotiations, in our view, should bP. of a

global character and should be conducted within the framework of the united Nations.

At its fortieth session this Assembly, by its resolution 40/3, proclaimed 1986

the International Year of Peace. That proclamation was specially designed to

provide all the people of the world, through their Governments, intergovernmental

organizations, non-governmental organizations and as individuals, with a SPecial

opportunity to think about and do everything possible for the promotion of world

peace.
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This IIClTe was praapted by internatiooal coocern and anxiety about the

continuing deterioration in the international situation from the economic,

political and security point of view.

The continuing are race and the concomitant production of IDOre sophisticated

weapons of death and destructicm, as well as tensions which oootinue to

characterize relations between the two slJper-PGiers, all heighten the risk of a

nuclear coofrootation \!li1ich is certain to lead to the destruction of mankind.

Moved by the same concer ns and anxiety, the eigh th SUllllli t Coofer. ence of the

Non-Aligned Countries addressed the Harare appeal on disarmament to the leaders of

the United States and the onion of SOviet SOcialist Republics, impressing upon the

two that the struggle for peace and for the prevention of nuclear war is the

principal taSk of our time. We appeal to them yet again to heeiJ the voice of. the

great majority of mankind that the irratiooal and suicidal nuclear arms race should

be terminated for thwi th.

By the end of this session and in the tradi tion of this lofty Assembly, dozens

of resolutions will have been adopted. However, such resolutions 'l:ill not on their

own produce real and concrete results towards the promtioo of a wor ld outlook

characterized by a deIIDcratic and stable political atmosphere, a just and equitable

international economic order, peace and confidence in the future. Only political

will and statesmanship 00 the part of our leaders, especially the leaders of the

Ih'Qre powerful countries, as well as a creative cOlIlllitment to the principles of

multilateralism on the part of all of us, will ensure a happy and safe world for

all and for future generations.

The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I wish to thank the

Prime Minister of the Republic of Zintlabwe for the important statement he has just

made.

Mr. Robert Gabriel Iollgabe, Prime Minister of th@ Republic of Zimbabwe, was

escorted fran the r06trum.
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Kr. POOS (:.Jxembourg) (interpretation from French); I take great

pleasure in joining previous speakers and warmly congratulating you, Sir, 00 your

election to the presidency of the forty-first session of the General Assembly.

I wish you all success in carrying out your functions.

I should also like to thank the outgoing President, Ambassador de Pinies, for

guiding the work of the commen;.orative session of the fortieth anniversary and the

special session on the cr itical economic situntion in Afr iea with the competence

and dynamism we have long known ..

I wish also to emphasize the tireless work of the 5ecretary-General of the

uni ted Nations, Mr. Perez de Cuellar, and the importance of the difficult task he

is carrying out, with a great deal of dedication, in the service (\f the

international community. The report he has just submitted on the wor:k of the

organization is significant in this regard. ! should like to assure him of the

confidence and esteem his efforts cootinue to enjoy with the GoIIerllment and the

people of IAlxembourg.

The opportunity offered each counb.y to speak freely from this rostrum should

not be understood as a simple stylistic exercise or a ritual. The annual meeting

in New York, which brings together, in this extraordinary city, officials from all

nations the world over, should be perceived as a majoc event. It is the

illustration, and I would even say the living demonstratioo, of the fact that this

planet is one despite its great diversity of civilizations, cultures, races and

regimes.

Hence, it is essential and vital for all of us that this forum for all

nations, large and small - some with a loog existence but the majority still quite

young - take into account the interests and concerns of all men and women who make

up an indissoluble whole. In the past, problems could be ~pprehended separately,

but all are now intricately linked to the point whQI'e they have become our common
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concerns. Conflicts MlOflg natiMs lnvt:~lve c::o.on dangers, to wbicb all .sutes

repre~nted in ou~ Organisation are called upon to bring peaceful solutions.

Happily, at its session last year tbe General Asse1llbly decided to proclaill tbe

year 19186 the International Year of Peace••

*Mr. Gurinovich (Byelorussian SSR), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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It is sa:e urgent and necessary than f!l1er before to comter the dangers

inherent in loc:al conflicts and to face up to the effects of hotbeds of tension is

mexe important than ever.

In accordan~ with the wish of the secretary-Genera1, ~ Government will soon

coramemocate, on a historic da\:e - 11 Noverrber, the anniversN:Y of the end of this

centu~y's first wo:ld conflagration - the International Year of Peace. This will

use the IlClSt diverse mellns to heighten public awareness of the vi tal need to

maintain peace. TheSe activities will be based on a widespread information

campaign involving both the newspaper and broadcasting media, non-governmental

organizations and tea c::b ing insti tu tions.

My intention today is not to present a detailed account of my Government's

posi tion regarding the lIIany subjects on the agenda of the forty-first session of

the General Assembly. A week ago the Assem1y heard my colleague, Sir Geoffrey

Bowe, on behalf of the 12 States menbers of the European Community, voice our

concerns. I would add that we are in full agreement with the ideas that he

developed on behalf of that European Communi ty I to which we are dedica ted. I shall

thus confine myself to delivering a message on behalf of ray Government to all those

who do us the honour of listening to us today.

In order to be perfectly clear, I must say at once that the men and women of

Il1xel'lbourg , who have the rare privilege of benefiting from an exceptionally high

standard of living, are concerned. They are concerned for several reasons in a

wor:1d perplexed by the innumerable c::ba11enges it faces.

While it is generally acknowledged that peace and the survival of mankind

cannot be assured without an organization of a lmiversa1 c::baracter, the continuance

of what is counon1y called the united Nations system is endangered by the lack of

whole-hearted political and ecooomic support from its MeDbers.
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we note with regret growing disencbantment with the co-operation represented

by the United Nations. This is particularly tragic since that mistrust in regard

to the Organization is being expressed while the solelll1 professions of faith made

on the fortieth anniversary of the Charter are still echoing in our ears. The

expression of that step backwards with regard to the tbited N3tions has recently

been reflected in the failure of certain Member States to pay their contributions

to the budget of the Organization.

It would seem that this financial cr is is is political in nature and must be

treated as such. It reveals profound disagreement between Mentler States as to the

role that should be played by the Organization and even by some of its specialized

agencies.

I must say in this oontext that it seems to me to be crucial that all States

Memers meet the international commitments to \\'hic:h they have solemnly subscribed.

On thE,! other hand, it cannot be denied that after 40 years of existence we must

review all the United Na tions programmes in order to redirect them towards spheres

in which their effectiveness is not called into question and they can tackle

matters of real priority, some of wich are tragic in nature.

In this spirit, my country will join in any effort aimed at restructuring the

Secretariat and rationaliZing the use and cost of its human resources. Since the

situation is still alarming, despi te the economy measures adopted at the

Secretary-General's initiative, this matter remains extremely urgent. only in this

way can we create an atmosphere favourable to the restoration of confidence in the

fu ture of the Uni ted Na tions.

In addition to the financial crisis, we are concerned by the flagrant

disregard, after 40 years of existence by our Organization, of the principles of

the Char ter, and even of the decisions the United Nations has had to take when

intervening actively in conflicts.
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It vill surprise no one if frOD aaong those principles I give prid~ of place

to those concerninq buaan rigbts. The fact that the question of buaan rights has

becoM a subje<:t of general concern internationally is in our view an undeniable

success for the United Nations. We Vigorously oppose the ll3DOeuvres of those who,

on tbe pretext of budgetary difficulties, try to curtail the Organi~ation's

activities in this area.

Respect for these rigbts cannot be subjected to pre-eonditions. This is

)articularly true of certain so-called collective rights, the definition of which

reaains aabiguous.

I wish to pay a particular tribute to those who, in many countries and often

in heroic cirCUllStances, have laid theaselves open to criainal and other types of

prosecution st.ply because they have claimed the rights explicitly recognized to

them in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the instruments and covenants

connected with it, such as freeda. of expression, freedaa of the press and freedom

of assembly or association, including trade union rights.

However, those pr inciples are barely respected and even openly flouted in many

States, for instance, in the countries of Eastern Europe, whose peoples have for

over 40 years been in the grip of a single, doainant ideology~ in Chile, where the

military authority has recently claiaed the sad privilege of commemorating the

thirteenth anniversary of its seizure of poweq or in South Africa, where the

apartheid regime, repeatedly denounced frO!lD this rostrum, continues to constitute,

in my view, the greatest disgrace to aankind as this twentieth century draws to its

close.

We are particularly concerned about the prospects for the future of South

Africa, which is already on the brink of civil war. As the Assembly knows, we will

join in any form of collective, binding pressure to bring about the end of this

morally and politically unacceptable system.
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With regard to "respect for decisions the U1ited Nations, I wish to ISY a

special tribute to all those Governments that ha',e made troops avaUable to the

United Nations for peace-keeping purposes. we all know wat risk those troops

face, working under difficult conditioos and with necessarily limited

possibilities. It is essential that the international community act in solidarity

when the fate of those forces is at stake.

A shor t time ago I was ab le to vis it both Cypr us and Isr ael. No one can doubt

that without the united Nations peace-keeping forces there would inevitably be a

renewal of hostilities in those two areas of the wor ld. The countr ies that have

accepted those troops in their territories and those whose troops are in daily

contact with the peace-keeping forces have an obligation to help them to carry out

the delicate missions entrusted to them.

Our third cause for concern is undoubtedly connected with a phenomencn that is

taking on tragic dimensions - that is, terrorism. I associate myself with the

words recently spoken by the Head of a fr iendly neighbour ing Government, who called

terrorism the "new leprosy". The constant threat of blackmail, the taking of

hostages and the murder of innocent victims, all such wanton violence, must be

resisted with the utmost determination.

I am convinced that we shall not eradicate this scourge if we remain passive

and without canplete and unreserved international co~peration. It must be

recognized by all States that those that attack defenceless individuals or seek to

sow confusion and anarchy wi thin sOlTereign States deserve nei ther refuge nor

le"liency, no matter what t...'le cause that serves as a pretext for their action.
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I turn now to regional conflicts. We must note that efforts to end these have

made hardly any progress in the past year, whether with regard to the pitiless

invas~ob oe Afghanistan by a great foreign Power, the conflict between Iran and

Iraq - the bloodiest since the cessation of hostilities in 1945 - or the continued

occupation of a part of the island of Cyprus by a foreign force. All these acts

are being perpetrated in spite of the most elementary norms of the sovereignty of

all states.

with regard to the continued impasse in the peace process in the Middle East,

I appeal to this Organization to make it possible to establish an international

forum in which all parties concerned would participate. That forum might be

coincident with, and could facilitate, the beginning of real negotiations aimed, on

the one hand, at the recognition of Israel within secure and guaranteed borders

and, on the other hand, at permitting the Palestinian people to exercise their

right to decide freely upon their own future.

In this sad listing I cannot fail to mention the tragic fate still experienced

by the Cambodian people, a people whose wish to live in harmony with its neighbours

cannot be doubted. I must mention too the continued, unacceptable absence of any

representative of the Korean people in this body, which claims to be universal.

We view with concern the fact that the situation in Central America has been

adrift, after the hopes to which the peace initiatives of the Contadora Group had

given rise. We are concerned to note that a major reversal has taken place in the

establishment of democratic institutions and dialogue in Nicaragua. We are

convinced that foreign intervention, whatever its source and whoever its possible

beneficiaries, is unlikely to foster a peaceful and democratic solution of the

problems there. The only possible road is that of the Contadora initiative~ along

with our partners in the European Community we shall continue to support it.
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It is only natural that, being on the border line in East-West relations,

Europe should watch with interest developm~nts in the current disar~nt talks.

Great hopes were born towards the end of last year after the Geneva meeting between

the leaders of the two super-Powers, repeated appeals,'and proposals concerning all

kinds of weapons have been put forward since, by both sides. We must however note

that despite all those discussions - concerning nuclear, conventional and chemical

and biological weapons, and a halt to nuclear tests - the establishment of a true

cltmate of mutual trust which is indispensable to overcoming the differences

separating Bast and West, remains fragile because they are subject to unforeseen

events.

It is at the negotiating table that we must see true progress. The very

encouraging results of the Stockholm Conference on Confidence and Security Building

Measures and Disarmament in Europe hold promise for the future.

My Government continues to advocate the continuation of this dialogue and the

establishment of a balance of forces at the lowest possible level, with respect for

the security of every state. Following the success at Stockholm, we hope that the

negotiations, now at an important turning-point, will not be deadlocked once again,

either in forums of which we are fully fledged members, such as the mutual and

balanced force reductions negotiations in Vienna, or others of crucial importance

for our security.

Turning to the General Assembly, I deplore its adoption of an excessive number

of resolutions which are most often repetitive. In the field of disarmament, such

resolutions - and I ce~tainly do not wish to blame their sponsors - have by and

large a very limited impact on the process of detente. When their content is

controversial, all they do is place on record during the debates to which they give

rise the existing disagreements, without having any influence on progress at the

negotiating table.
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In sum, what Luxembourg is suggesting is less paper, fewer ~esolutions, but

rather the implen,~ntationof the Charter - of the entire Charter.

Our concerns go beyond political pr~blems ~n the strict sense of the term.

While the world economy appears to be emerging from a sort of paralysis from which

it had been sUffering for some time, and while it appears that the phenomenon of

inflation has been curbed and that a modest recovery is taking place, there remain

serious structural- imbalances calling for adaptation and sometimes dramatic

readjustments. That is particularly true for Africa and Latin America. In this

context, we deplore the lack of effective economic co-operation in the relevant

united Nations bodies. As before, what the third world needs is fewer words and

more action.

The recent special session on the critical economic situation in Africa, it is

true, made some pzogress possible in this regard. Our dete~mination to achieve the

recovery and development of that continent, which lies to the south of Europe and

whose fate is particularly dear to us, calls for rapid joint efforts both by the

African countries and by the rest of the world.

In general we in the industrialized world know that we must undertake new

multilateral negotiations, in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or in the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, or in international monetazy

bodies, with a view to redressing the p~esent imbalances, which have had a

disruptive effect on the world economy. The problem of indebtedness, which many

speakers have already addressed, is a source of real concern to my country as well,

inasmuch as threats to prosperity give rise to instablity and to threats to world

peace.

I wish to share the distress of my country and its people at the rapid

technological progress which has been threatening the quality of life for future

generations. Especially since the very serious nuclear accident at Chernobyl, we
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have considered that environmental protection can no longer be considered a trite

subject for cQckt~il-party conversation. On the contrary, the many questions that

have arisen out of that tragic event reflect the deep-seated concern of our peoples.

Soon a nuclear plant will be operating on our borders, with a maximum capacity

hardly matched in the worldJ this gives rise to understandable anxiety among most

of my compatriots. We shall, of course, attempt to protect ourselves against all

the possible risks of accident which are inherent in such an installation. But it

is undeniable that if there should be a serious accident our entire popUlation

would be affected, and my Government is therefore particularly interested in the

establishment and strengthening, on the international level, of binding safety

standards and procedures for rapid dissemination of information and quick alert.

The current efforts in the International Atomic Energy Agency to establish

international standards acceptable to all producers and users of nuclear energy

have the full support of my Government. Yet I must state that at present my

Government has the most serious reservations concerning the lack of acknowledgement

of responsibility on the part of producer States towards their non-producer

neighbours, and the lack of formal, unequivocal stipulations c~ncerning

compensation in the event of catastrophe.

My Government will continue to act in this sphere, for this is an essential,

vital auestion for my country and its peopleJ we think in partiCUlar of the

unfortunate conseauences the Chernobyl accident continues to have for all the

neighbours of the USSR.
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As I indicated at the beginning of Dj! state.ent, it was not lIlY intention to

give a detailed analysis of the overall problems facing the cc.aunity of nations.

I intended to confine myself to stating before this honourable gathering that at

the heart of Europe, in a small country that has been independent for almost 150

years, concern still remains, in spite of the apparent security we have

experienced.

In the face of a troubled and uncertain world, I wish to avail myself of ~lis

opportunity to reaffirm the vital role which the United Nations should continue to

play in the future. Justice and progress for all people remain our pe~manent

objectives. I reaffirm most vigorously our dedication to the continuation of the

United Nations system. For indeed, is not this Organization the only body that

provides a place for dialogue that might prevent conflicts from turning into open

confrontations? It is on that basis therefore that the peaceful settlement of

disputes, in accordance with the principles of the Charter and other standards of

international law might in fact be found.

Aware of our collective responsibility, which no one can escape, let us give

new life to this truly world-wide Organization. Let us turn the United Nations

into an even more effective instrument, more in conformity with its ideals. In

acting this way, let us ~ inspired by the realism which Winston Churchill showed

one day when he stated:

(Spoke in English)

ftThe united Nations were not created to take us to heaven but to save us from

hell. ft
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Mr. IGLBSIAS (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish): My delegation is

especially pleased at the election of Hr. Choudhury to the presidency of the

forty-first session of the General Assembly. His wisdom, objectivity and

diplomatic skill are a sure guarantee of the effectiveness of our work. He may be

assured that he will have our broadest co-operation.

I should also like to pay a tribute here to our dear friend,

Ambassador Jaime de Pinies, for the work he accomplished during his presidency of

the previous session, with which he brought to a climax a long and distinguished

career in the United Nations.

I am also particularly pleased to extend my greetings to the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and express our satisfaction on

seeing him restored to health, and ! wish to express my Government's·

acknowledgement of the invaluable services he is rendering to the international

community and to this Organization, giving evidence always of his selflessness and

creative intelligence, inspired at all times by a genuine international feeling.

It is our hope, and the desire of my Government, that for a long time to come the

United Nations will continue to benefit from the competence, prudence and patience

t~t characterize his r,erformance in office, which are especially necessary in the

difficult times that lie ahead.

One year ago, the General Assembly proclaimed 1986 to be the International

Year of Peace and called upon all the peoples of the world to join with the United

Nations in resolute efforts to safeguard peace and the future of mankind through

continuous and positive action on the part of States and peoples, with the aim of

preventing w~r through removal of various threats to peace, the resolution of

conflicts by peaceful means and the promotion of human rights and fundamental

freedoms, as stated in the preamble to the Charter.
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It was. therefore. a tragic irony that during the first weeks of the Year of

Peace, Olaf Palme, ¥ithout any doa.1bt one of the most fervent and generous fighters

for peace in this century, should fall victim to the darkest and most cowardly form

of violence, in Sweden. his native land. a country which can be justly ~=oud of a

tradition of peace which few countries can match. The death of this admirable and

exemplary worker for peace was an omen marking the beginning of a year which

mankind was to have devoted to the preservation and realization of the right of

peoples to peace.

In this Year of Peace. the chronic evils which beset the world seem to have

reached a degree unknown in previous. years. The more Utopian the final objectives,

the greater the threat to the objectives of pe3ce. Violence is manifest in all its

dismal forms: from open wars to the most vicious acts of terrorism. The

quantitative and qualitative development of the war industry continues at the fast

pace imposed by an increasing and ever more diversified demand. In the meantime,

vast sectors of mankind fall victim to the scourge of hunger. disease or ignorance.

or continue to be subject to the rules of racist minorities.

Thus peace, understood not only as the absence of war. but as the Dserenity in

order- of which St. Augustine spoke and which is reflected in a state of affairs in

which security, justice and prosperity prevail, has been conspicuously absent in

this International YQar of Peace.

We must therefore ask ourselves what is keeping us from victory in this

struggle in which we all seem to be on the same side. Why is there such a gulf

between what we all advocate and what happens outside the United Nations? It is

commonplace to ascribe the responsibility to the lack of political will on the part

of the major protagonists of power. But perhaps part of the answer must be south

in the revolutionary impact which the development of modern technology is having on
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society. The tide of technology in which we are submerged is causing profound

changes in both our individual and collective way of living, in our way of thinking

and feeling, and in the perception of our goals and hopes. It is this technology

that confers on any armed conflict, no matter how localized it may be, the

potential apocalyptic effects. The possibility of annihilating entire populations

underlies any warlike confrontation: it is a possibility that can rapidly become a

reality if a propitious time is provided by the escalation of a conflict, which is

generally inevitable. Let us not forget that the death and sUffering of innocent

victims, who day after day are unwillingly trapped in the present conflicts, are a

harsh fact of contemporary life, which we cannot be used to despite its almost

daily occurrence in the cities and towns of Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Afghanistan or

Kampuchea.

It is the technological factor that gives a new dimension to an old

ph~nomenon, terrorism, whi~h has not ceased to manifest itself since the beginning

of the nineteenth century, and which has become worse during the last few years,

thanks to the increasing sophistication of the methods used, as well as the

characteristics of mOdern life in open and democratic societies that increase the

chances of attack, increase the exposure of the victims, and favour the cowardly

anonymity of the attackers.

We have met here at this time to ask ourselves what is the proper way to

respond with our international institutions to the challenges to our international

relations posed by the formidable technological explosion which characterizes these

last years of this twentieth century.

How can we face these challenges of today's reality? Bow can we overcome the

obstacles that have prevented us, not just from achieving the ideal of peace, but
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fre. even cOIling close ~ it? What should ft do to see that at future sessions of

this AsSellbly. we do not just talk about tl'le past but rather talk about positive

acbieveaents?

We si,ncerely believe that the .-ent has COtle to undertake a serious

consideration ~t only o£ the rules tbat govern our international conduct but also

of the political. legal and institutional instrUJlents that we can use to obtain our

CODIlOn aims•

•
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uruguay believes that, in view of the dangerous course of international

relations in recent years, we must immediately tndertake Cl process of thorough

examination and unbiased al>'Sessment of the existing legal and institutional

apparatus, in order to determine how it can be adapted to fit present conditions.

To that end, we think that good starting points for that examination have been

reconmended by the ( ,up of 18. My Government will participate in the examination

~i th the utmost enthusiasm and dedication. It must start frcxi> two premises. The

first is that the principles ob; tlle san Francisco Charter must be upheld, since

they express absolute values \tlhich must continue to guide our international

conduct. The second is that the tlnited Nations must continue to be the main forum

through wilich international co-operation is channelled.

My country reitere,tes :ld:'3 support for the Organization, and its conviction

that the United Nations is a. ::'undamental canponent in the present set of historical

circumstances and must be a fundamental component of any other plan in the future.

Creativity and determination are required in the search for methods and

procedures to deal with present problems, with new er iter ia and new organizatiooal

bases. Last year, the President of my country, Hr. Sanguinetti, said that the

United Nations had resulted from a cataclysm, the second WOrld war, that had killed

the League of Nations= We think it would be suiddal if we had to create another

organization at th~ price of a world war. Rather, we must improve the one we

already have.

uruguay has demonstrated by deeds its intention to use all available

diplomatic and political machinery to deal with the internatiooal problems that are

of concern to us. Hence, we have joined in all forms of direct diplomatic action

available to the President of the Republic and his Foreign Ministry in order to

give effect 00 our aims, through diplomatic actions designed to achieve peace. My

coun try has nei ther the size nor the respons ibUi ty to be a leading player on the
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international stage~ all that we can do is aspire to harmcnious and constructive

relations with the sister republics of our continent and co-operate, to the limit

of our possibilities, to ensure the achievement of peace in the wor:ld, and

especially in our region.

That is why we whole-heartedly support the Ccntadora initiative~ we believe

that it is a response to our profound belief that Peace in Central America is an

objective which goes far beyond the problems of the subregion and involves all

tatin~ericans. We are convinced that the wor:sening crisis in that part of our

La tin lir>"r ica could unleash very dangerous tensions and confl iets throughout the

regime That is why we have joined in this initiative. We feel that the

strengthening of peace, progress towards pluralistic democracy, and the economic

and social development of the Central American region are goals of all tatin

Amer ieans.

We believe in the path of dialogue rather than that of armed confrontation.

we wi&1 to show with ccncrete deeds that our tatin American peoples can achieve

peace, developnent and justice without foreign interference, in accordance with

their own decisions and their own historical experience. It is in order to join in

those tasks - on which Latin America, the main protagonist, must take its own

decisions - that we have participated and shall ccntinue to participate in the work

of Contaoora, through the Support Group, of which we have the honour to be a member.

The problem of the Malvinas is of equal concern to us. Last year our

President stated in this Assembly~

"The problem of the Ma Iv inas is not simply a bilateral problem between

Argentina and Great Britain. It is a Latin American problem, and, as such, we

assume it in its full dimension.

'"We trust that Great Britain, which knew when the historical moment was

ripe to abandon vast possessions all (Ner the world, will succeed in

reconciling the dictates of law with the rules of international coexistence •

•
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Hence we support Argeni:ina's claims and we are prepared to do everything in

our power to conu ibute to a rapprochement between those two parties at the

negotiating table-. (A/40/PV.6 p. 3)

All that we need add now to what was said by our President is that Uruguay is

awaiting with increasing impatience the agreement of the parties to begin rapidly

negotiations that can lead to a just and final solution to the problem.

There are other parts of the wocld that cause us concern. Certain conflicts,

such as the one in the Middle East, seem to have gone beyond the control of their

protagonists. President Sanguinetti also stated here last year that in the case of

the Middle East conflict the worst had happened~ it had become a routine problem

which we seemed to hcr"e learned to live with.

The developnents in the Middle East confl ict have made it difficult to

conceive of any solution that would not require sacrifices on the part of everyone

involved, as well as a supreme effort toward conciliation. Such a solutioo, as

Uruguay has been saying for years now, must be based on recognition of Israel's

right to continue to exist as a State within secure and recogniZed borders; on

recogni tion of the inalienable right of the Palestinian people to

self~eterminatioo; and on respect for the independence and territor ial integr ity

of Lebanoo, whose territory must be freed of the presence of foreign armed forces,

of whatever origin. We are especially disturbed by the tragedy of the Lebanese

people. They have deep ties wi th our people, who have for many years benefi ted

from the contr ibutioo of their hard-wor king, intelligent immigrants.

Peace also requires the reunification of the two Koreas through dialogue and

nego tia tions.

It has been said that peace must be built ooe day at a time, and that it must

come from the heart of every person and every people.

a
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Violations of human rights cQ'\tinue to take place each day throughout the

world. In many parts of the planet, perSCll'ls and groups of persoos are

systematically persecuted and deprived of their basic right~ because of their race,

religion or ideas. Many people continue to be subjected to var ious forms of

political oppression or: i ..'liquitous situations in wich they are deprived of their

most elementary economic and social rights.

aJt wi thin this range of daily violations of human rights, nothing is more

repugnant to the conscience of mankind than the shameful practice of apartheid,

institutionalized and applied by the racist SOUth Africa regime. My Government

vigorously condemns this affront to civilization and joins in the internatiooal

commtmity's clcuoour for its elimination. In particular, we associate ourselves

with the demand for the immediate and unconditional liberaticn of Nelson Mandela

and other imprisooed leaders, and for the lifting of the ban on the black political

organizations.

In regard to the Pretor ia Government's behaviour:, we have followed with

interest the recent international trend towards the aooption of sanctions in

conformity with the Charter. That would be a healthy reaction by the international

community and a defence of the most sacred values of civilization and peace. My

Government will associate itself with any sanctions that are aoo!Jted.

There can be no peace \rihen territories are under foreign occupation or

colonial situatioos exist. But there are still vestiges of colooialism which, by

disregarding the right of peoples to self-determina tioo, are sources of tension and

threats to the peace. We have in mind particularly the case of Namibia, whose

people are subjuga ted and wose terd tory has been .illegally occupied, in open

defiance of decisions and resolutioos of bodies of the United Nations, including

the decision of the International Court of Justice.
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uruguay repeats- that the relevant resolutions of the Olited Nations .~t be

imlediately and unconditionally iJlpl.ented. Moreover, we condean continuing araed

incursions and acts of aggression against States that are SOUth Africa's

nei~bours, which often are launched frOll Na1l1bian territory~ that is the case

particularly of the aggression against Angola.
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we reaffirm our solidarity with the frent-line coU'ltries and we earnestly hope

that in this International Year of Peace effective steps will be taken to ensure

that the people of Namibia can exercise their right of self-determination and that

peace and tranquillity are restored to that" afflicted part of the world.

As serious as the persistence of conflict in the world is the fact, generally

accepted here, that it is coumonly used as an excuse to justify the most iniquitous

manifestation of violence in our times: terrorism. Terrorism is the common enemy

of all the peoples and Governments represented here. Uruguay does not believe that

any MeIlDer of the tllited Nations can invoke attenuating circumstances or in any way

justify terror ism, irrespective of the motive, because that would be to deny the

pr inciples which all Sta tes have undertaken to respect and protIDte. .And let us be

candid - it would also mean an unjustified act of arrogance, because no Government

represented here can be certain that in the future it will not be a victim of the

blackmail of terrorism. Uruguay is convinced that the international coumunity

should intensify co-operation in eliminating, or at least reducing, the tragic

consequences of this scourge: whose expansion, frequency and magn itude are turning

it into a real war declared against civilization.

Yeaterday mankind awoke to an item of news which introdIoes some ray of hope;

I am re fere ing to the news of the corn ing mea ting in OCtober be tween

President Reagan and General secretary Gorbachev to resume conversations with a

view to an effective process of nuclear disarmament.

The question of nuclear disarmament is of the greatest impor tance for all the

peoples of the world, and not only for the super-PO'"ers. Mankind lives daily with

the continuing concern and anxiety regarding what is called the danger of a nuclear

holocaust, in which mank ind as a wole would be the victim. As the two

super-Powers have stated, "A nuclear war cannot be won and it cannot be waged".
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No design for peace can cnerlook an important reality of today. 'i'~e policies

of the great PCMers in the matter of armaments are decided, pursued, negotiated on,

and brought into conflict eYery day largely in disregard of this OI:ganization,

which should be the institutional form representing the international colIIDunity.

It is thus with the great Powers that both the political and moral

responsibility for decisions on disarmament mainly lies. In view of this

situation, which is outside our cootrol, there is not a single State whose security

and existence does not in the last resort depend on the will of the nuclear Power s

and, in particular, the two super-Powers; as the Secretary-General has already

stated, we are liVing in a state of interdependence but on a footing of inequality.

In other areas there have been some promising developments, signs of progress

in reducing international tensions. One of them, without any doubt is the security

agreement arr ived at a few days ago at the Stockholm Conference in which countries

of Western and Eastern Q1rope, the United States and Canada participated.

We have followed wi th keen interest and firmly support the proposals made by

the six Heads of State of Argentina, Greece, India, Mexico, Sweden and Tanzania,

formulateCl in the city of Ixtapa, Mexico, a few weeks ago, urging the super-Powers

to establish a reciprocal moratorium on nuclear testing, and the six leading

statesmen of those cOl:l'\tries proposed specific procedures for verification; they

stated their willingness to participate and offered to provide means of ensuring

effective canpliance. They must know that they have the full support of all the

COWltr iea of our continent.

Uruguay also supports Brazil's proposal to associate the countries of both

sides of the SOuth Atlantic in a zone of peace and co-operation. Peace and

security in this area requires that it must be used not for any threat or use of

force, but instead in a way that will preserve it from any extension of the

strategic-nuclear confrootation. The establishment of a zooe of peace also
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requires that the violence and coercion wich prevent the peoples of south Africa

and Namibia from freely exercising their sOI1ereign rights must cease.

Peace, true peace, is based on nutual trust, and the arms race is the ultimate

expression of the lack of trust. We have developed considerably in terms of

science and very little in terms of conscience. Will civilization be able to

attain a sufficiently high ethical level to ensure that those who bear the

responsibilities of government in the various countries will now take the decision

to devote to the developnent of the peoples the resources that are now allocated to

the production and purchase of weapons and instruments of destruction and dea th?

Clnce we have overcome this tragic paradox of the modern world we shall have laid

firm foundations for peace - of real peace, and not peace of the pax romana type

imposed up:m other s. We must have the type of peace which can only prosper and

flourish in a true connnmunity, an international society characterized by relations

of equality among States, and not by the hegemony of some over others. We must

have a peace IItlich is one and indivisible, a peace of justice, one which is

guaranteed by law. In this International Year of Peace we reaffirm our faith in

such a peace, the only true peace, and our faith in the freedom of individuals and

of peoples, without which, in the words of the eminent uruguayan lawyer,

Eduardo J Coutour, there can be no law, no justice, no peace.

Never before has it been so generally felt that mankind has learnt from its

harsh lessons that peace is one and indivisible. Now we must learn to understand

that this truth also applies to economic affairs. At this stage, it is almost

impossible to deny the fact that without a prosperous econany, without integrated

economic developnent, there can be little peace anywhere in the wor Id. As loog as

in most of the world living standards are below the levels canpatible with human

dignity, there can be no guarantee that the rest of the wor Id, with their

prosperous economies, can continue to enjoy their prosperity in peace. want and
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conspicuous consunption do not make good neighbours who can live together without

fr iction and conflict in a wor ld that is steadily shr ink ing and becoming more

in terdependent •

This philosophy was the inspiration of a life which has now ended. A

distinguished Latin American, the noted Argentinian Or. Raul Prebisch, for decades

worked in the United Nations and in the &:onomic Comnission for Latin Amer ica

(ECLA) - to which he was so devoted - for an international co-<>peraticn founded on

great moral principles, in a world based on standards of solidarity which unhappily

seem to have been forgotten. In this year of his passing, the message of his life

and of his moral ideals should be a further inspiration to us in building a more

just international ecooomic order, an essential requisite of any lasting peace. I

wish to take this occasion to pay a heartfelt and grateful tribute to his memory.

There is still little sign of a system of international relations based on

pr inciples of equity and equal opportunity. SOme problems that were touched on

here by the President of Uruguay last year, such as the problem of indebtedness,

have been remedied to some extent, but we are far from having fully achieved the

hopes of the countries that joined in the Cartagena consensus. But some hopeful

signs for change emerged from the recent conference of the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) at Punta del Este in Uruguay. That was the beginning of

th"! Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, which was undoubtedly one of the most

significant developments of the year in economic affairs. The importance of that

oonference lies in the fact that agreement was reached on beginning a new round of

trade negotiations in such unfavourable political and economic circumstances, a

success hardly to be eXPected in view of the gloomy outlook before the meeting.

However, even more important, in fact vi tal, is that the agreement, which will be

tested CNer four years of difficult negotiations, must abCNe all be regarded as a

declara tion of peace in the trade war.
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Uruguay trusts that the spirit of ccnciliatim that prevailed at that meeting

will ensure that it will also become a basic instrument of the trade peace so

essential for the fate of the world and particularly of the developing countries ..

Punta del Este prodtced a peace with neither victors nor vanquished. That is the

basis of any serious and durable commitment.

As the International Year of Peace draws to a close, it seems fitting to

devote a moment to introspection and to ask ourselves whether, as Meubers of the

united Nations family, as representatives of our Governments, as individuals, we

have dcne and are doing everything we can to move closer to achieving that goal.

Peace can only be the outcome of the concerted will of all States, renewed and

strengthened day after day.

Uruguay hopes that each one of us to whom a role has been entrusted in the

international lif\! of PeOples will make peace his daily goal and each coming day an

in ternational day of peace.

Mr. Al-DALI (Democratic Yemen) (interpretaticn from Arabic): We should

like to express our warmest heartfelt ccngratulations to the President on his

election to his hicjl office for this session of the General Assembly. we should

also like to express our confidence in his wisdom and great skill, which will

ensure the success of the session and lead to the fruitful results which our

PeOples all desire.

We should also like to express our appreciation to Hr. Jaime de Pinies for the

able manner in which he discharged his duties during his term as President of the

united Nations General Assembly at its last session. We would indeed be remiss

were we not to express our pleasure at seeing the secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, fully recovered. At the same time, we wish to express

our appreciation to him for his unremitting efforts to pronote the role of the

United Nations.
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A full year has" passed since we celebrated the fortieth amiversary of the

United Nations. It provided us with a significant opportunity to review the

Organizatioo's w<Xk, to inbue it with new vigour "lid to draw hope from it. 'lbday,

we cannot fail to reaffirm our support for any action likely to promote the role of

the international Organizatioo and increasa its effectiveness in achieving peace,

secur ity, justice and developnent.

We are aware of the importance of the proposed administrative reforms aimed at

imprOl7ing the Organization's performance. However, we believe that the real crisis

facing the United Nations stems from the weakness or total lack of political will

00 the part of some MenDer States who put their own selfish interests abOl7e those

of the international colill1unity, who circutnl1ent United Nations resolutions and

obstruct their implementation in their drive to settle international problems

outside the United Nations.

Democratic Yemen's activities within the United Natioos and our keen interest

in the creative implementation of its principles and purposes are constants of our

foreign policy, which is based on the principles of good-neighbourliness, mutual

respect for national sovereignty, independence, non-interference in the internal

affairs of States, co-operation and mutual benefit.

we are also very desirous to establistl the best possible relations with our

friends and brothers in neighbouring States in a manner that can serve the

interests of our peoples and ensure their well-being. The foreign policy of

Democratic Yemen is aimed at serving the cause of peace and stability in our region

and in the world. It is in this cootext that we broaden our relations wi th the

other States of the wor ld.

As for our fraternal relations with our brothers in the northern part of our

country, we cootinue our sincere efforts toward the reunification of our country,
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Yemen, through detlDcratic and peaceful mearlS. In an attempt to reach that goal we

promote co-operatioo and co-ordination bebl1een the two parts of our country in

eflery domain at all levels, in order best to serve the interests of our Yemeni

people, realize their hopes and achieve their aspiratioos for stability, secur ity

and development.

The United Natioos bears a great responsibility and is called upon to play a

greater role in coofrooting the many dangerous and canplicated challenges in the

international arena caused by the racist, Zionist and imper ialist policies that are

aimed at fomenting disputes, increasimg internaticnal tension and hanpering the

struggle of peoples to achieve freedom, peace and developnent.

In the Middle East, Israel ccntinues to pur.sue its aggressive expansionist

policy, in defiance of international unanimity and in contravention of the United

Nations resolutions that have stressed that a canprehensive and just Peace cannot

be achiefled without Israel's full and unconditional withdrawal from all the

occupied Arab territories, inclUding Jerusalem, and the exercise by the Palestinian

people, under the leadership of the Palestine Liberatioo Organization (PLO), their

sole legitimate representative, of their inalienable national rights, including

their right to return to their homeland, their right to self-determination and to

the establishment of their own independent national State 00 their own national

soil. Israel, hOlll7ever, persists in flouting the international will by denying the

national rights of the Palestinian people, perpetuating its illegal occupation and

annexation by force of Arab lands and the building of settlements thereon while

practising a policy of oppression and terrorism against the Palestinian and other

Arab peoples and countr ies.

Israel is encouraged to do just that by the unlimited suppor t it receives from

the United States of America Nhich reached its zenith in the strategic alliance

between the two countr. ies which has shOlll7n the Amer ican position to be one of total
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bias in favour of Israel and total enmity towards our Arab peoples and their

aspiratioos for peaoa and stability.

While we reiterate our condemnatiat and rejectiat of any attempt to impose

partial and defeatest settlements aimed essentially at burying the Palestinian

question and abolishing the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, we once

again reaffirm that the framework for a just and lasting solution to the problem in

our region cannot be reached other than through implementation of united Nations

resolutions at the convening of an international cooference for Lleace in the Middle

East and the elimination of all the obstacles set up by Israel and the United

States of America aimed at wrecking such a conference.

In Lebanoo, Israel is perpetuating its occupation and pursuing its acts of

aggression. We call for the implementation of Security Council resolutions

508 (1982) and 509 (1982), which demand that Israel withdraw all its military

forces forthwith and unconditionally to the internationally recognized boundaries

of Lebanon, and for an end to Israeli aggression against Lebanese sovereignty. We

wish to see a united Lebanon, enjoying peace, security and stability.
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The continuing war between Iraq and Iran is a source of the deepest concern

and grief for us. That war is now entering its seventh year; it is again

intensifying and bringing ever greater destruction to the two neighbouring

countries and peoples. From its outset we have stressed that war does not serve

the interests of either of the two fraternal countries. Indeed, war only opens the

way for imperialism and Zionism. Once again, we reaffirm our position and call for

an end to that war and the settlement of all disputes by peaceful means so as to

achieve security and stability in the region.

The grave and tragic situation prevailing in the southern African region makes

it necessary for the international community to redouble its efforts to eradicate

the policy of apartheid, achieve independence for Namibia under the 1eaders~ip of

the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) and enable the oppresssed

majority of the people of south Africa to exercise their right to freedom and

sovereignty.

While saluting the heroic struggle of the South African and Namibian peoples

against the racist, oppressive Pretoria regime and their resistance to its barbaric

acts of assassination, carnage, repression, detention and dispersion, we call on

the international community to increase its assistance and support for the just

struggle of the peoples of southern Africa for liberation and freedom. Further, we

call for an end to the continuing support provided by some Western States to the

racist Pretoria regime. Such assistance ensures the survival of that regime and

indeed encourages it to persist in its racist policies, which the entire

international community ~as condemned as a crime against humanity, and its

occupation of Namibia and acts of aggression against the front-line States of

southern Africa.
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We call for the imposition of comprehensive mandatory sanctions against that

racist regime and for its isolation, in accordance with Chapter VII of the United

Nations Charter. we call for tt.e adoption of measures to fulfil the

aspirations and hopes of millions of people who continue to languish under the yoke

and the oppressive policies of the racist South African regime.

The situation in Central America is becoming increasingly serious owing to the

policies of aggression and the frustration of the aspirations and hopes of the

peoples of the region. Imperialist plots are being escalated against those

peoples, particularly the Nicaraguan people and their nationalist Government. More

acts of intervention in the affairs of the States of the region are taking place.

Suffice it to recall the decision of the United States Congress to grant

$100 million to the contra mercenaries with the aim of destabilizing Nicaragua - a

decision taken after a series of acts of sabotage, economic siege and embargo by

the United States Administration against Nicaragua and its people's right to make

their own national choices and decide on the means of their future independent

economic and social progress~ In this context, we appeal for further solidarity

with Nicaragua in facing this aggression.

In the context of support for the peoples' struggles for liberation and

freedom, my country calls for further solidarity with and support for the Saharan

people, under POLISARIO's leadership, for self-determination, in accordance with

the relevant resolutions of the United Nations and the Organization of African

Uni ty (OAU).

Furthermore, we reaffirm our support for the independence, sovereignty and

territorial integrity of Cyprus, as for the proposals of the Democratic Republic of

Korea aimed at the reunification of Korea by peaceful means.

The international situation is becoming highly complex and international

conflict more pronounced, while the gap in international economic relations
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continues to widen and deepen so that international peace and security are

threatened. The situation is aggravated by aggressive imperialist policies in many

regions of the world which constitute a blatant example of State terrorism on an

international scale. Those imperialist forces are intent on distorting the

legitimate struggle of the peoples for self-determination and independence. They

commit overt acts of aggression against States that have chosen their own

independent way, so as to strike at their independence, sovereignty and territorial

integrity. The act of armed aggression by the United States against the Libyan

Arab Jamahiriya and the attempts to destabilize Angola, Nicaragua, Afghanistan, the

People's Republic of Kampuchea and other countries are the worst examples of this.

The propects for disarmament, particularly nuclear disa~mament, seem grim

indeed. Despite the many appeals and international resolutions aimed at halting

the arms race and achieving general and complete disarmament, we are witnessing the

continued esclation of the ~~ms race and its extension to outer space. This

carries the threat of a universal nuclear conflagration and the annihilation of

mankind and its civilizatiop It is indeed paradoxical that this escalation leads

•

to severe wasting and draining of material and human resources and capabilities at

a time when they are desperately needed to solve development issues and problems,

particularly in the developing countries. This grave situation calls for the

redoubling of our efforts to bring an end to the arms race and achieve general and

complete disamament, thus discharging our responsibility to present and future

generations.

At the regional level, as a littoral State of the Indian Ocean desirous of

achieving and maintaining security and stability in our region, we call for the

removal of the obstacles which the Western States are putting in the way of the

Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian OCean and the convening of the Conference on the

Indian Ocean at the scheduled time, as a necessary first step towards

•
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implementation of the General Assembly Declaration on the creation of a zone of

peace in the Indian Ocean region.

initiatives of the union of Soviet Socialist Republics aimed at ending the arms

race and promoting international peace and security. We hope that those positions

and initiatives will be met by similar practical steps by the United States of

America and other nuclear-weapon States so as to put ~n end to the wo~~ying upward

spiral in the stockpiling of nuclear arsenals and rid the world of the arms race.

We trust that the summit meeting soon to be held between the leaders of the Union

of Soviet Socialist RepUblics and the united states of America will result in a

situation of reduced international tension.

Economic development is one of the most serious challenges facing us in the

context of the current international economic crisis, which has adverse effects on

our national economies. The persistence of the capitalist States in imposing

inequitable and unjust monetary and financial relations and their resort to

economic and commercial siege are designed to subject the developing countries to

political blackmail and hamper their independent economic development. This grave

situation means that we must redouble our efforts and struggle for the

establishment of new international economic relations based on justice and

equality. We must also unite our forces to overcome the prevailing international

economic crisis by restructuring the present edifice of international economic

relations and setting up the new international economic order.

• •
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We wish especially to reaffirm the need to review the foreign debts of

developing countries, the need to reform the present inappropriate international

economic and monetary system and the need to put an end to exploitation and

pressures in int~rnational economic relations. We believe that all the forms of

protectionist barriers imPOsed on developing countries' exports should be

eliminated and that those countries should obtain fair prices for their products.

At the same time, we stress the need for concrete action in order to promote

and develop bilateral and multilateral co-OPeration between States with a view to

reducing the intensity of the developing countries' economic problems and helping

them in their developmental efforts.

In this respect, we reaffirm the need to hold the seventh session of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development next year and we hope that the

Conference will achieve the desired results so that it may serve the inte~ests of

both the developing countries and the international community as a whole.

We very much hope that this forty-first session will be an occasion to take

stock of the activities of the united Nations. We hope to see a new momentum in

the promotion of the Organization's role in international relations and its

effectiveness in achieving the goals of international peace and security.

Mr. BLAMO (Liberia): I have the honour to bring to this Assembly warm

greetings and best wishes from the President of Liberia, His Excellency

Samuel Kanyon Doe, and the Government and people of Liberia whom I represent before

this Assembly today.

The Liberian Government is pleased at the unanimous election of Mr. Choudhury

to preside over the forty-first session of the General Assembly. We have no doubt

that with his exceptional qualifications and vast experience as a diplomat and

statesman he will prOVide effective leadership to the Assembly. I assure him of

the fullest co-operation of the Liberian delegation, which extends to him its

warmest congratulations and best wishes for success•
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Similarly, we wish to express special thanks and appreciation to his

predecessor, Mr. Jaime de Pinias of Spain, for the excellent manner in which he

presided over the fortieth session of the GeneLal Assembly. The far-reaching

decisions taken during his tenure of office, especially when this Organization

commemorated its fortieth anniversary, will undoubtedly contribute to the

furtherance of world peace and security.

Our esteemed Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, deserves special

commendation for his tireless efforts to promote peace and economic prosperity in

our world. We thank him for his very interesting report afid assure him of the

Liberian Government's continued support in this difficult and challenging task.

For the past five years, since the Liberian Revolution of 1930, my

predecessors have regularly informed this Assembly of the political situation and

the institutionalization of the democratic process in Liberia. We ask the

Assembly's kind indulgence as we continue this worthy tradition.

Looking at the Liberian case in the perspective of other experiences, it is

remarkable that just five years after the military takeover Liberia has succeeded

in returning to civilian democratic rule. That is a credit to the military

authorities, who have kept their promise to the Liberian people to restore

democratic government after a period of five years. It was no surprise, therefore,

that even though there was an abortive invasion of the country in November 1985,

~ediately following the october legislative and presidential elections, the

transitional process was neither halted nor delayed. We are pleased to state that

despite the difficult economic situation in the country the Government, _th its

legislative, judiciary and executive branches, is functioning effectively in

conformity with the new Constitution.

The return to civilian democratic rule was not, however, the only goal of the

Government. Secia-economic development and the improvement of the quality of life

• •
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of every Liberian are also the subject of priority programmes. In order to

mobilize and direct our limited resources to these important objectives,

President Doe's Government pursues a national policy based on unity, peace and

stability.

National reconciliation is a key aspect of this policy. That being so, the

President has not only granted clemency to all those implicated in the abortive

invasion of November 1985 but also ordered the return of confiscated properties to

their rightful owners and he continues to call upon all Liberians in self-imposed

exile to return home. Those and other measures are designed to lay the basis for

the preservation of peace and the development of democratic institutions, so that

our energies and resources may be devoted to the development of our nation.

We have no doubts that with our commitment and dedication we will surmount the

genuine problems and challenges of nation-building by means of a spirit of national

unity and reconciliation. It is our sincere hope that we may count on the

assistance of all friendly Governments in achieving our goal of unity, peace,

stability and prosperity.

Liberia will continue to pursue its foreign policy objectives, based on the

promotion of peace, respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all

States, non-interference in the internal affairs of States, respect for human

rights, the peaceful settlement of disputes and the right of all oppressed peoples

to self-determination and independence. In this connection my Government will

emphasize SUb-regional, regional and international co-operation and promote

friendly ties with all nations and peoples.

Despite general recognition of the achievements of the United Nations, the

Organization is experiencing a crisis of credibility, with criticism directed

against its organizational structure and functions. Concern has been expressed

about overloaded agendas, the slow pace of work and the proliferation of resolutions

•
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many of which are never inplemented. Fingers are pointed at the many areas of

tension around the world, the failure to achieve general and complete disarmament,

the prevalence ef h~:n rights violations and the steady deterioration of economic

relations between North and South. In short, the role of the united Nations in

maintaining international peace and security is being questioned as many unresolved

international conflicts take the form of armed hostilities.

We share the view that the credibility crisis which has troubled the united

Nations has been due on the one hand to the insistence of the great Powers on

vetoing Security Council resolutions which are unacceptable to them and on the

other to the division, as it were, of the international system since 1945 into two

rival ideological blocs, which continue to support opposite sides in most conflict

situations. As a consequence, violence and anarchy have often characterized

international relations. Some States, led astray by erroneous calculations or

blinded by passion, resort to unlawful means in order to acquire or preserve

economic benefits, gain political advantages or pursue selfish ambitions.
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Decisions and choices of action tend to promote national interests rather than

collective goals. We have observed that rhetoric and posturing take the place of

serious negotiations and diplomacy, while parochial interest is given primacy over

the collective effort. Instead of using the mechanisms and procedures of the

united Nations, Member states prefer to resolve their differences through the

threat or use of force.

In addition to the fundamental problems confronting it, the United Nations is

faced with the current financial crisis, which threatens its very foundations ond

survival. We therefore welcome the report of the Group of High-Level

Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the Administrative and

Financial Functioning of the United Nations. It is my Government'c considered view

that much could be achieved by streamlining the vast United Nations bureaucracy.

However, to cut programmes arbitrarily would, in my delegation's view, seriously

hamper international economic and technical co-operation.

There are a number of major international issues before the Assembly which I

should now like to address.

The essence of global responsibility is solidarity and a collective effort to

meet the challenges of our times. This is the mandate given to us under the

Charter.

We meet here in the Assembly, year after year, to express our common hopes for

a better world beyond the narrow vision of national interest and to propos(~

solutions to our common problems. Yet, Member States have not mustered the

political will to make the accommodation and adjustment necessary to achieve these

desired objectives. This has been conspicuously exemplified in international

economic relations where our responses have not been commensurate with the

seriousness of the problems confronting us •
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The unprecedented crisis in the world economy is affecting trade, financial

and monetary relations. In most countries, the crisis has taken the form of rising

inflation, seri~~s recession and a worsening of social tensions. For the

developing countries, there is the additional burden of the worsening terms of

trade, difficulties in obtaining access to the financial markets, increasing

burdens of debt servicing, and a disruptive decline in the level of development

assistance. For most of these countries, the outlook is despe~ate and hopeless.

We cannot build a better world or a secure world when the global economy

continues to perpetuate such acute imbalances and gross inequalities. Unless w~

can take bold and imaginative steps to reverse the present trend, our future

prosperity and even our survival will remain uncertain.

We must be constantly reminded that the difficult and controversial issues

that divide the rich and the poor countries of the world cannot be solved by

confrontation. They can be redressed by our political will to overcome differences

and by our determination to produce significant and useful results. This calls for

understanding, commitment and co-operation. Let us call upon these principles, to

the benefit of all.

The decline in commodity prices, the spread of protectionism, the decline in

Official develoPment assistance and the increasing burden of indebtedness have had

disastrous and alarming consequences for African economies. Added to these

disturbances are the effects of prolonged drought and desertification.

Africa is also handicapped by several disadvantages, particularly the fact

that it includes 26 of the world's least developed countries and harbours the

greatest number of refugees. These and other factors, such as low productive

capacity, the lack of economic infrastructures and the mismanagement of resources,

have denied the continent of benefits it should enjoy, considering its enormous

mineral and human resources.
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We believe that the thirteenth special session of the General Assembly, on the

critical economic situation in Africa, is a significant landmark in international

cc=o~ratian and multilateraliBm~

Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (1986-1990) is a vivid

expression of the collective resolve of African countries to meet their own

economic and development challenges. However, the implementation of the United

Nations pro;r~~ of action could give strength and vitality to Africe's efforts.

This Programme deserves the full support of the international community and we

applaud the significant contributions and concrete measures already taken by Canada

and the Nordic countries in support of Africa's economic recovery.

My Government commends the Government of Italy for its recent initiative in

convening a meeting last week with foreign ministers of African countries to

reaffirm Italy's commitment to render assistance and to consider the action to be

taken to follow up on the thirteenth special session of the United Nations General

Assembly. We certainly hope that other countries will follow Italy's positive lead.

For a period of almost 40 years, the issue of "apartheid has been discussed and

debated by the Assembly. Apartheid is a negation of the ideals of the united

Nations, inasmuch as the Organization itself emerged out of the ashes of a war

fought against nazism, which, like apartheid, rested on a spurious doctrine of

racial superiority. Neither the condemnation nor the reformation of apartheid is

enough and nothing short of its total elimination is acceptable. Only when

apartheid is totally eradicated can we justify the existence of this Organization

and the prime place given to the -dignity of the human person- in the Charter.

For those countries which have kept apartheid alive, they have clearly

demonstrated that they choose economic considerations over adherence to the
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principles of the Charter. In view of South Africa's intransigence, there is no

doubt that any measure other than comprehensive mandatory sanctions against South

Africa under Chapter VII of the Charter and the intensification of the armed

struggle can bring apartheid to an end.

My Government rejects as a dishonest excuse for inaction the argument that

comprehensive mandatory sanctions will only worsen the plight of the already

sUffering black people of South Africa. The Government of Liberia will therefore

not ~elent in its support for comprehensive mandatory sanctions and for the

liberation struggle until apartheid is completely eradicated.

The Government of Liberia continues to view the question of Namibia with grave

concern. The linkage of extraneous issues, particularly the withdrawal of Cuban

troops, was calculated to deny the Namibian people enjoyment of their inalienable

right to self-determination, freedom and independence. South Africa's illegal

occupation of the Territory, though a defiance of the resolutions of the United

Nations, and its establishment of an interim administration, have been supported by

foreign economic interests in order to maintain access to the resources and wealth

of the Territory.

My delegation categorically rejects the call for the withdrawal of Cuban

troops as a condition for Namibia's independence. We support a negotiated

settlement on the basis of Security Council resolution 435 (1978) with the full

participation of the South West Africa People's Organization, the sole and

authentic representative of the Namibian people.

In the interest of peace a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement in the

Middle East must be achieved without delay. The state of affairs in this region

must therefore continue to receive our close attention. The basic elements of a

settlement which we support involve the withdrawal of Israel from all territories
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occupied since the 1967 war, recognition of the legitimate rights of the

Palestinians, and acknowledgement of the rights of all states in the area to live

in peac~ ar~ security within secure and internationally recognized borders.

The continuation of the war between Iran and Iraq - now in its seventh year -

is a most tragic and unfortunate development. We therefore appeal to the leaders

of the two countries to permit the Secretary--General to use his good offices in

negotiating an end to the hostilities. The continued resort to force by the two

sides has not only resulted in untold human sufferings for their two peoples but

has also seriously affected international shipping in the Gulf region.
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In this connection rI¥ GcJI1ernment must register its deep concern about the

continued indiscriminate bont>ings in the Gulf region of international shipping,

including vessels flying \:he Liberian flag, in canplete violation of international

law and the right of innocent passage.

My Government rejects intervention, interference and armed occupation wherever

they occur as an infringement of the Charter and the territorial integrity and

sovereign rights of States. Those that pursue policies of armed intervention

should be reminded that the will of a freedom-loving people cannot easily be bent

or subdued by force. The gallant people of Afghanistan and Kanpuchea must be

assisted to resist foreign domination Md repression. While a political settlement

is being worked out in those regions, humanitarian assistance to the refugee

population should continue on an increased basis.

The delegation of Liberia is concerned about developnents in Central America.

The Contadcxa initiative should not be allowed to lose its momentum, committed as

it is to peace, democracy, social justice and economic freedom in Central America.

We commend the Contadora spirit, which provides the most viable option for the

peaceful resolution of the problems in Central America.

My delegation is equally concerned about the dispute over the Falkland Islands

(Malvinas) between the united Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and

Argentina. we support a negotiated settlement of the dispute and urge the two

parties not to allow their differences to prevent the developnent {)f a formula that

would enable them to engage in meaningful dialogue. we strongly believe that only

renewed confidence and the normalization of relations between the two countr ies can

reduce tension in the South Atlantic.

In our pur suit of wor ld peace and secur ity it is impor tant to refer to the

sensitive political situation that cootinues to divide South and North Korea. The

reunification of the Korean people is a matter to be decided by them through
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the holding of direct talks, and they deserve the suppoct and encouragement of the

international co_unity. My delegation believes that United Nations meillbership for

enhance the prospects for peace on the peninsula and peaceful rela tions between

them.

In no area is the distortion of human priorities as glaring as in the area of

the arms race, and in no area is the need for cowuitment to the principles of the

Charter BOre important and more closely tied to the survival of humanity than in

the field of disarmament and arms limitation.

Indeed, the enormous expend! ture on weapons of mass destruction has not made

the world any more secure. Ql the cootrary, the arms race has increased fear and

anxiety through a balance of terror wi::h a killing power that could destroy our

planet several times CNer. l'Ilat is even more disquieting is that the enormous

waste is not limited to the big Powers alate. Third-world nations too are

diverting their meagre resources away from the basic needs of their peoples into

armaments •

We are often told that the justification for the arms race is security. But

enduring peace and security cannot be built at the accumulation of weaponry and

strategic super lor ity. Real secur ity can be found only in common secur ity - that

is, security for all. SUch security lies in a life that is free from fear and

want, ht.nger and disease, ignorance and unemployment, poverty and despa ir. This

Itind of security can be realized only if the arms race is halted and the funds

released are allvcated to socio-eccnomic developnent throughout the war ld.

The widespread resort to acts of terror ism by individuals, groups and even

States has become a major davelopuent in international relations today. While we

acknowledge that the root causes of terrorism must be addressed, there can be no

justification for the maiming, torture and killing of innocent people. There is
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an urgent need for ctl'lcerted international efforts to take decisive action to

combat ter ror ism. My Gover nment has recenUy enacted legisla tion that imposes the

death penalty on anyooe convicted of either engaging in or attempting to perpetrate

acts of ter ror ism.

In conclusion, my delegation believes that the crucial factor in the

l!ffectivness of the United Nations is the attitude of the MeDber States, and not

specific provisions of the Charter. Although the Charter proclaims the sOl1ereign

equality of all Menber States r we are aware that some countries have a greater

capacity to influence internatiOnal events. Therefore, those States, in my

opinion, must set the pace in making the united Nations system relevant and

effective.

Economic secur ity is as indispensable to a just and equitable international

order as poli tical securi ty. The aim of a new ineerna tional economic order is to

provirJl! security and justice through the elimination of hunger, poverty and

socio~conomic disparities between the rich and the poor. It constitutes one of

the pr incipal guarantees of the creation of better conditions for all peoples to

enjoy a, life based on human dignity.

The United Nations was founded to translate such aspirations into reality.

let us recommit and rededicate ourselves to the lofty goals and objectives of the

United Nations.

Mr. HALEFOGLU (Turkey)~ I should like to congratulate Mr. Choudhury on

his election to the presidency of the forty-first session of the General Asseubly.

! have par ticular ple2t:J<1re in doing so since deep-rooted ties of fr iendship and

solidarity have always linked our two nations. Beyond that, I pay a tribute her~

to a colleague and per sonal fr iend Ct\~ many year s with whom we have collabor ated in

the best spirit. I am confident that he will guide the deliberations of the

General Assembly with distinction and skill.
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May I also pay a well deserved tribute to the President of the fortieth

important landmark in the life of the Olited Nations, as well as the special

sessioo on the critical economic situation in Africa. His experience in this

Organization has cootributed greatly to the work of the General Assellbly.

I would not wish to fall on this occasion to pay a warm tribute to our

secretary-General, mese admirable efforts in the service of the tbited Nations on

many challenging issues have earned him the widest confidence and support. We are

extremely happy to see him in good health at a time when the Organization must

count on his judgement and guidance.

I now turn to the international situation. The world continues to be burdened

with fundamental political and economic problems mich await solutions in the

interest of the preservatioo of wor ld peace and stability. Last year, dur ing the

fortieth sessioo, we had the opportmity to make a collective assessment of the

international situation. The then approaching sumnit meeting between the united

States and the Soviet Union, as well as the negotiations in Geneva between the two

Powers, were the primary factors creating expectations in the international

canmunity.
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Encouraging sighs did emerge for East-West relations during the meeting

between President Reagan and General secretary Gorbachev. we consider this sWIII1it

an important step in the efforts to develop a realistic and CCBlprehensive dialogue

that could greatly contribute to better mderstanding and mutually beneficial

eo~peration between East and West.

We particularly welcome the recent announcement made by the United States and

the SOI7iet O1ioo that the leadei:s of the two comtries will be meeting on 11 and

12 October. we hope the meeting will contribute to the creation of a favourable

atmosphere Ylich will enable them to effectiVely address aB issues that have a

bear ing on the maintenance and imprOl7ement of international peace and secur ity.

We hope that the meeting will proIlDte swift ptogress on these issues. The

continuation of tUne talks between the United States and the Soviet Union, with the

aim of achieving Ca1crete results, especially in the field of arms ca1trol and

disarmament, is of vital importance. We hope both sides will, with determination,

intensify their efforts to achieve a lower and mcxe balanced level of armaments,

through substantial recilctions in their nuclear weapons. We believe also in the

need for reductions in conventional forces and for the total elimination of

chemical and biological weapons. By the same token, the aim should be to maintain

the security of all the cowtries of the world and defusing tensions "Ihich might

lead to confl icts.

Turkey has always opted for solving international conflicts through dialogue

and negotiations. Turkish gee-political realities and historic experience have led

to the belief t.~at dial~-ue &"'ld negotia tio.,s are the only acceptable means of

dealing with international disp.ttes.

We welcome the agreement recently reached at the Conference on disarmament in

Europe as an important achievement in East-West relations. we believe that it will

promote greater secur ity in &1rope by lessening the risk of war 0
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Al.l the Melllbers of this organization have CCIIIlitted theJIISelves under the

Charter to encourage respect for all without distinction as to race, sex, language

or religion. This prcwision of the Charter is directly r~lated to the purpose of

establishing a more humanitar ian international order.

Cmtrary to this basic principle of the Olited Nations, persistent violations

of human rights and policies based on racism and racial discrimination have

unfortunately cmtinued to cause wide spread misery and suffering.

Since the last session of the General AsseDJly the world has witnessed a rapid

wotsening of the situation and escalation of tension and violence in south Africa

because of the oppressive policies of the Pretor ia Government. Moreover, the acts

of aggressim perpetrated by South Africa against neighbouring States constitute a

growing threat to the peace and the secur ity of the region.

On every occasioo Turkey expressed its serious cmcern for the aggravation of

the situation in SOuth Africa. Turkey continues to support and implement the

resolutions of the General Assen:bly and the security COlmcil regarding measures

designed to put an end to the apartheid policy of Pretor ia.

The cootinuation of the South African occupation of Namibia as an affront to

the pr inciples of self~eterminatiM is another deplorable aspect of the problems

in SOU th Africa.

Hy Government believes that it is only through a judicious combination of a

firm stand by the thited Nations and effective internatiooal pressure on the

Government of SOuth Afr ica that resolution 435 (1978) can be implemented. In this

cmtext, my GcNernment subser ibes to the main thrust of the final declaration and

the progratlll1e of action adopted by the International Cmference for the Immediate

IndePendence of Namib ia, held in Vienna las t July. As a founding menber of the

United Nations Council for Namibia, Turkey will continue to give support to the

legitimate struggle of the people of Namibia. We also support th ~fforts of the
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Secretary-General to serve the implementation of the relevant security Council

resolutions. If South Africa persists in its intransigence, more effective

measures and sanctions will be needed.

The increasing wave of terror is rapidly becoming a ser ious threat to every

society. We have persistently called for effective international co~peration

aga inst terror ism in all its forms. The adoptioo of resolution 10/61 by the

General AssenDly last year, libich mequivocally COOf!.eIllled, as criminal, all acts,

methods and practices of terrorism wherever and by whomever coIllllitted, and urged

all States to co~perate in the prevention and coni>ating of terrorism, was an

important step in thls direction.

The most significant feature of that sessioo of the General Assembly was the

unanimity achiever: in coodeIllling internatiooal terrorism and in calling for

effective measures to cottbat it. Turkey is certainly a country which feels great

satisfact:,lon CNer this development since it has been denouncing the scourge of

terror ism from this rostrum for more than a decade. For many years our pleas and

warnings were not heeded. But the recent tragic events and the proliferation of

ter ror ist acts finally If'd to the awareness that no country is immune from

terrorism and that ooly effective internatiooal co-operatim can curb it.

In this connection no less effort should be devoted to the fight against drug

abuse and illicit drug trafficking. The reports of the United Nations bodies

active in the field of drugs, as well as natiooal drug enforcement agencies all

CNer the world, draw attentioo to the unprecedented increase in these activities.

we consider drug trafficking as the natural ally of international terrorism.

we are, nevertheless, encouraged by the world canmunity's growing awareness of

this deadly menace and we note with satisfaction the renewed desire expressed by

Governments to address this problem through cCXlcerted efforts. In this respect, we

hope that the International Cooference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, which
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is sd1eduled to take place in June next year, will create a wique opportunity for

establishing a more effective international framework for concertedactJ.al, ready

to address all aspects of the drug problem.

The new convential on illicit drug trafficking is also a IOsitive initiative

by comtries Wlich have recently become aware of the seriousness of drug

trafficking. We look forward to the drafting of a comprehensive convention

cOI7ering all aspects of trafficking, particularly its close link with international

terror ism.

My GoverrnDent attaches great importance to the wor Id-wide respect for human

rights and ttmdamental freedoms. Moremer, we insist on the strict observance of

bilateral and international atreements guaranteeing the rights of national

minorities. For the past two years, the Turkish Government has called for

bilateral negotiatials to resolve, within a humanitarian approach, the grave

situatioo faced by the Turkish Muslim minority in Bulgaria. The internatiooal

cXHlIDunity is fully aware of the plight of the 1.5 millial people concerned. we

cootinue to believe that this question can be effectiVely addressed and resolved

thcough dialogue between Turkey and Bulgar ia. The Turkish Government is determined

to pursue this humanitarian question.

Since last year, despite some encouraging initiatives, the situatial in the

Middle East h,as not taken a turn for the better. It cootinues to pose a serious

threat to the peace and security of the region and the world. Some opportunities

Vlich seemed to exist last year for a just and lasting peace in the Middle East

have apparently diminished. The fundamental problem, hOotlever, is still there to be

addressed with common sense and vision if the tension Vlich plagues the region is

ever to be defused. *

*Mr. Dos santos (Mozanbique), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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We continue to'believe that a just and lasting comprehensive settlement in the

Middle East depeoa8 00 ~ecogfiition of the legitimate rights ot the ~aiestinian

people and withdrawal by Israel from Arab territories under its occupation since

1967, including Jerusalem. We also believe that the problem will not disappear

until all its interrelated elements are taken up and resolved in a manner that

takes into account the legitimate rights and interests of all the parties involv~d.

We have followed with interest the recent efforts to reactivate the peace

process, and we certainly hope that they will be successful and that a formula

acceptable to all parties concerned will finally be found.

We are deeply disturbed and concerned at the situation in Lebanon, which has

continued to be the scene of violent incidents. We maintain the ho~ that the

Lebanese people will find the path leading to national reconciliation, without

which there can be no serious remedy for the problems that they have been facing

for so long.

An important dimension of the situation in the Middle East is clearly that of

inter-Arab relationships. We earnestly hope that greater cohesion will prevail.

During the past year the war between Iran and Iraq has escalated and caused

further devastation and human suffering. We are deeply distressed by that tragic

war between our two neighbours and friends. We continue to maintain strict

neutrality, as well as a dialogue with both sides, and re~in avail~b10 fo~ any

assistance we can provide towards a peaceful solution.

The situation in Afghanistan continues to be a major cause of tension in

international relations. Agony has been inflicted on that Islamic nation. A

peaceful solution in Afghanistan would not only bring peace to that nation but
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also be beneficial to regional stability and have a favourable impact on the

general course of international relations. The elements of a comprehensive

solution have long been identified and developed into poliitcal instruments through

the laudable efforts of the Secretary-General and his Special Representative. The

Geneva negotiations on Afghanistan have become a testing ground for the chances of

a ttansition from military confrontation to political realism. This process has

reached a crucial point, which necessitates firm steps being taken towards an

overall agreement.

In South-E~~t Asia, the plight of the Kampuchean people is another focal point

of world public opinion. The key to a just and lasting political settlement in

Kampuchea is the exercise by the Kampuchean people of its inalienable right to

self-determination. We consider the eight-point proposal for a political

settlement of the problem of Kampuchea made by the Coalition Government of

Democratic Kampuchea on 17 March 1986 and supported by the Association of

South-East Asian Nations to be a positive step.

I wish to stress again the significance we continue to attach to the

endeavours towards an effective dialogue on the Korean peninsula. We believe that

this is the only way to remove the mistrust that exists between the two sides and

gradually move towards the creation of an atmosphere in which solutions can be

sought to all intvr-Korean questions. We hope the two sides will continue to work

for such a process and develop the conditions which can lead to their

representation in the united Nations.

Despite the efforts made by the Contadora Group and its Support Group to bring

about an equitable and lasting solution to the problems in Central America, the

ongoing tension in that region is yet another source of concern to the

international community. The final version of the Contadora Act, prepared by the
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joint endeavours of the Contadora Group and its Support Group, is, in our view, of

great significance in the search for a negotiated solution.

We continue to support the mission of good offices with regard to Cyprus of

the United Nations Secretary-General and appreciate his recent efforts. We note

with satisfaction the prompt acceptance by the Turkish Cypriot side of the draft

framework agreement submitted on 29 March 1986 by Mr.Perez de Cuellar after

intensive contacts over several months with both sides. We regret, however, that

the Greek Cypriot side has turn down that document, which represents the cumulative

outcome of a process that started more than two years ago, in August 1984, in

Vienna.

The draft framework agreement contains the principles and parameters which

should guide the negotiations between the two sides in Cyprus. That framework is

the result of two years of effort by the Secretary-General to reconcile the views

of the two parties. It did not come as a surprise to either party since it was

discussed with them in a detailed manner before it was formally presented by the

Secretary-General. It is normal that neither of the parties is entirely happy with

it, but the Turkiush Cypriot side has accepted it in a spirit of conciliation and

compromise and without any illusions as to the difficulties which will emerge

during the negotiations. It has accepted it because the draft agreement reflects a

reasonable balance between opposing views and delicately interconnected problems.

The Turkish Cypriot side has proved its goodwill and its desire for the final

resolution of the Cyprus problem. The Greek Cypriot side should seize this

opportunity. It should realize that, in view of the evolution of the Cyprus

problem, acceptance of the draft framework agreement is a sine qua non of

meaningful negotiation.

On the international economic scene, during the past year we have witnessed a

deceleration of the limited economic recovery seen in 1983 and 1984. Increases in
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world output and world trade remained disappointingly low, resulting in the

introduction of further protectionist measures. More recently, there has been some

improvement in short-term prospects. Nevertheless, the need for effective global

adjustments stands as the major challenge for the world economy.

The new policy measures in the monetary field adopted by the major developed

countries, as well as the recent decline in oil prices, can be ~ited as favourable

developments, for energy-importing countries in particular. On the other hand, the

worrying structural problems in the world economy which came to light towards the

end of the 1970s for the most part still need to be resolved.

The present imbalances in trade and payments are unprecedented. Rising debt

burdens in the developing countries, large domestic and external imbalances in the

industrial economies, high unemployment and persistent protectionism in

intern~tional trade continue to burden the world economy.

Most hard hit by those factors are the developing countries, whose prospects

of growth and stability remain bleak in the face of acute economic problems. Since

the beginning of the 1980s a number of developing countries have begun the process

of applying difficult structural adjustment policies to promote growth, employment

and the integration of their domestic economies into the world economy. However,

those efforts alone are not sufficient to produce the desired results while the

external economic environment continues to exert a negative influence.

The practice of protectionism by the industrialized countries has been a

matter of serious concern for the developing nations. It is evident that the

successful implementation of growth-oriented adjustment policies, and progress

towards the solution of the debt problem depend crucially on the ability of the

developing countries to increase their exports.

The export-oriented economic strategy we initiated in Turkey in 1980, together
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with prudent demand management and continuous structural %:eform, have led'to a

successful performance and demonstrated Turkey's determination to implement an

effective ewjustment progrcmne. Thanks to these policies, He have been able to

achieve g~owth of more than 7 per cent tbis year and to lower considerably the

level of inflation. We have liberalized our economy and removed restrictions on

tmportS. However, the major obstacles we have continued to encounter in these

efforts have been the increasing restrictions imposed and the protectionist

policies adopted by most of the industrialized countries.
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We have repeatedly stressed that protectionisa is a ejor threat to the warld

economy. The proliferation of various types of barriers over the past few years

has led to serious auestions about the free trade system. Considering the current

sombre situation in international trade, the recent consensus reached by trade

Ministers, llleeting at Punta del Este, on launching new multilateral trade

negotiations is promising. The guidelines for the new round of talks offer the

hope of speeding up the process of trade liberalization. We consider as very

encouraging commitments to tackle problems in the areas of agriculture, textiles

and clothing, to halt all protective measures and to phase out restrictions. We

are confident that in determining new trade patterns in those sectors more emphasis

will be given to the operation of comparative advantages.

In our view, under the present circumstances, the system of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) remains the most appropriate framework to

cope with the sev~re bottlenecks in world trade. In tnac respect, our primary task

in the upcoming negotiations should be to restore the credibility and authority of

GATT in order to open up the main centres of world markets to the goods of both

developing and developed countries. We hope these negotiations will help develop a

more open, viable and durable multilateral trading system which will promote growth

and stability in the world economy.

This year, in May, the international community united its efforts in a

demonstration of concerted international co-operation in response to the urgent and

critical economic situation that confronts the African continent. For the first

time a special session of the General Assembly was devoted to the critical economic

situation of one region of the world. The adoption by consensus at that SPeCial

session of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Eeonomic Recovery and

Development, 1986-1990, can be viewed as a tangible and important indication about

the future of international co-operation in the context of the United Nations.
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We shall continue to implement the assistance programme we have initiated for

the countries of the Sahel and to contribute to the efforts of the Organi~ation of

the Islamic Conference. The fr8llework outlined in the united Nations Programme of

Action will guide our efforts in this field ..

I wish to comment briefly on the financial crisis in which the United Nations

finds itself. It is unfortunate that the united Nations has had to face such a

severe financial crisis in its fortieth year. It is clear that the prolongation of

the crisis holds the danger of impairing the work of the Organization in many

areas. This is certainly one of the most urgent and important matters to be

addressed by the General Assembly at this session. We appreciate the work of the

Group of High-level Intergovernmental Experts which was charged with the task of

reviewing the efficiency of the administrative and financial functioning of the

Organization. The recommendations found in the Group's report need careful

consideration, but it may be confidently said that many of the recommendations are

sensible, reasonable and measured.

In conclusion, I wish and hope that the deliberations of the General Assembly

at its forty-first session will be fruitful and will contribute to peace and to the

welfare of the world community.

Mr. BASSOLE (Burkina Faso) (interpretation from French): The election of

His Excellency Mr. Humayun Rasheed Choudhury to the presidency of the General

Assembly at its forty-first session is a tribute to his outstanding aualities as a

diplomat and to his country, Bangladesh. It also gives me the opporfcunity to

convey to the President the warmest congratulations of my delegation and to recall

that, like Burkina Faso, Bangladesh belongs to the Movement of Non-Aligned

Countries, whose members aspire to the establishment of a better world and of a

future of international peace and security. We assure Mr. Choudhury of our

readiness to assist him in his difficult task.
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I wish to reiterate our deep appreciation to the previous President of the

General Assembly, Ambassador Jaime de Pinies, for his excellent work. ais rich

experience and profound knowledge of the united Nations were of greclt profit to us

during the fortieth session.

To the Secretary-General, Ris Excellency Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, we

convey our heartfelt appreciation for his tireless dedication to the cause of the

United Nations and to the promotion of the Organization, and for his genuine

determination to make the United Nations a true instrument for peace and

understanding among States, in the face of obstacles of which we all know.

A few months ago, Reads of State or Government of the Organization of African

Unity met at Addis Ababa. More recently, in September last, the eighth summit of

non-aligned countries was held at Rarare. Now the world community is in New York

fo.r the forty-first session of the General Assembly. These gatherings of

outstanding personalities seek but a single goal: to make a diagnosis of the i~ls

of humanity and to find the remedies for them.

The traditional convening of the General Assembly bears z. special and

irreplaceable mark: it enables all the nations of the world, large and small

alike, to inform the other members of an international community th~t we all wish

to show greater solidarity of th~ir disappointments and their hopes.

We therefore hail the role played by the IJnited Nations throughout its 40

years of existence, a role that has proMoted the independence of colonial countries

and peoples. During those 40 years it has tried to the best of its ability to be a

catalyst of the legitimate aspirations of newly independent States which demanded

not only full participation in the solution of world pr.oblems but also their fair

share of the wealth of the planet.
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Just as yesterday the Declaration <Xl the Granting of Independence to Colcnial

Countries and Peoples It'esponded to a historical necessity, the struggle for a new

world order based on solidarity aaa'l9 men, justice and equity is required today.

The new international economic QKder we have long called for responds to that

expectatioo. we no looger want an order that establishes Cl dangerous dichotomy in

the world, a face-off between East and west and flagrant inequality between North

and SOUth. we no longer want an order that oppresses peoples and supports racism

and apartheid. we no longer want an order whose rules, laid down without our

consent, lead to the enrichment of some at the cost of the impcNerishment of

others. We no looger want an order in which laws are applied selectivE"~y,

according to who is weak and who is s tratg. we no looger want an order based on a

balance of terror ,ana on the arms race, in which we watch, helpless and terrified,

as preparations are made for the destruction of the wodd. Finally, we no longer

want an order whose very essence is found in permanent crisis in the economic and

political spheres, an order built on insecurity and instability, an order that

gives rise to unspeakable human suffering.
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Hence in all international bodies, we have done our best to bring about a new

world system which could make a real cantributlon ~o solving mankinu's problems.

Now, more and JIlClre ~hese actions ~end to be seen as childish efforts to

realize exotic ideals. The Uni~ed Na~ions and i~s different agencies are subjected

to underhand attacks for having dared to lend an attentive ear to our legitimate

claims. More and more, there are blatant attempts at weakening and restricting the

role of the Uni~ed Nations system, thus threatening to undermine the principles of

sovereign equality and of democratic procedures on which it rests.

We were aware that within this institution an underground battle was going on

between the old and the new order. But we also held the belief - perhaps illusory -

that the basi~ notions of equality o~ States, of the right of self-determination,

of peaceful settlement of disputes and of non-intervention in the internal affairs

of other States had been understood and accepted by all.

Today, there is much talk about the crisis of the United Nations, and of the

lack of confidence it causes among States and peoples. But surely this loss of

confidence is the joint result of the disappointed hopes of those who have

overestimated the real capacities of the united Nations, and the failed attempts of

those who wanted to continue to bend the United Nations to their wishes. It may be

an Utopian illusion to want to accelerate the march of history, but it is suicidal

to try to reverse it.

A real danger is threatening the United Nations today. The financial orisis

it is going through is due to its failure to avoid the childhood ailment of all

government administrations: over-expansion. We reoognize that through the years

the united Nations has beoome an enormous machine for swallowing up resouroes whioh

have gone mainly to pay for an administration whose effioiency has often been

auestioned. No one oould seriously oppose reforms to improve the productivity of

this Organization, to increase its effeotiveness and to streamline its struotures
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to make them more efficient. But in no case could Burld.:ltB Peso be a party to any

action directed not to those atms but to depriving the Organization of its content

and substance by diverting it from its basic purposes.

The United Nations is not only affected by a financial crisis, it has above

all ben hit hard by the crisis in international relations. Today, more than at any

other ttme in this century, even more than the 1920s and the 1930s, which were

supposed to have been the period of collective security, the law of the jungle

reigns and every day is extending its sway. The Charter is being regarded as no

more than a piece of paper which can be thoughtlessly torn up without any regard

for the incalculable and unbearable consequences. In this game of wholesale

slaughter where brinksmanship has become the norm, we should cast a critical glance

an the road we have taken, and where we have gone wrong in reaching this impasse

where we are hemmed in by social and economic injustice, terrorism, and the

individualism run wild of States and communities. Now that we are experiencing the

effects of this phenomenon, perhaps we should scrutinize some of the least

acknowledged of its causes. Let us first find what responsibility lies with us,

who have been christened the third world, just as the Abbot Sieyes two centuries

~' ,-,~scribed the Third Estate as those who had been left behind. A hope was born

in the 1960s of seeing a majority of States dissociate themselves from the

East-West confrontation and deal with problems in a way that would enable the

interests of the international community and of mankind to be defended, p~eserved

and promoted. But that hope has been enmired in the quicksands of the proclaimed

solidarities and feverish activities which we have constantly engaged in or

promoted in the name of a non-alignment which was firm in its words, but uncertain

in its actions. Next we should consider the responsibility of those others who
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have induced us, IlOre or less systeaatic:ally, either through telllptation or through

pressure to betray ourselves ~nd tie our own hands, in order to serve their own

egotistical interests. It is the coabination of all of these ills that the United

Nations sUf~ers f~om today.

None the less, we still need the United Nations because at the end of this

year of 1986 the world is no better than in 1985, in spite of the professions of

faith which have adorned this International Year of Peace. More than ever, wars,

regional tensions, misunderstandings of all kinds create uncontrollable situations

throughout the world. More and IlOre use is made of force or the threat of force,

of aggression, occupation, political and econa.ic pressure and interference in the

internal affairs of other States. Not a day goes by but somewhere an important

principle of the united Nations Charteris violated. This is why disillusionment is

setting in. Crisis situations which have taken up much of our agenda for several

years are before us once again today. In southern Africa, the hateful system of

apartheid, now in its death throes, continues to bully, exploit and murder the

people of South Africa, to occupy Namibia ille~ally and to carry out acts of

subeversion: aggression and destabilization against the independent sovereign

countries of the region. For almost three years now, this system, now under

external pressure, has been disintegrating. The moment has come for the

international community to take the road indicated by the march of history and

impose comprehensive and mandatory economic sanctions in order to bring to

repentance a regime blinded by its own fantasies and incapable of hearing the cry

of anger of its own people.

The adoption of such sanctions will serve as a catalyst to bring about the

triumph of the just struggle of the peoples of southern Africa and must help to

eliminate apartheid and establish a multiracial democratic society in that region.
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Burkina Faso will continue to give the liberation movements of sout~rn Africa and

the front-line countries, the victims of SC\Uth African aggression, all support it

can.

Burkina Paso' s position on the question of Western Sahara is well known. Just

solutions have been worked out by the Heads of State and of Government of the

Organization of African Unity and have been endorsed by the Unit:ed Nations. It is

important that these decisions be applied as quickly as possible, within the

framework of a comprehensive settlement of the question. Hence, we welcome the

efforts of the United Nations Secretary-Genera1 to encourage the discussions among

the parties concerned.

In the Middle East, and especially in the occupied Arab and Palestinian

territories, the unspeakable SUffering of men, women and children, has created

widespread outrage which is sometbBes reflected in desperate ac~ions.

DepriVed of their rights, humiliated physically, wounded in their dignity,

whether as second class citizens in the occupied territories or as exiles driven

out of their own land the Palestinians are all victims of a historic injustice, who

We reject the notion that the Palestinians should become eternal refugees or

foreigners in their own land; as human beings we cannot accept such a moral

abdication. Israel, acre than any other nation, knows how destructive it is to be

without a homeland, and .uat therefore know that what was right and just for an

Israeli yesterday is just and right for a Palestinian today.

The Palestinians, under the far-sighted leadership of the PLO, have a right to

a homeland. The Palestinians have a right to our respect and to our support. The

Palestinians have a right to self-determination and to a sovereign and independent

State in their homeland of Palestine. The conviction they feel, the just. cause
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which i:hey defend and t:he representation ~ey have been able- to obtain for

tbeJlSe1ves, also give the. the right to be allowed to participate on·a footing of

equ~1ity in any discussion concernin9 the••
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A fratricidal war continues between Iran and Iraq, two distinguished Members

of tbis Organization and of the MoveJlent of Non-Aligned Countries. Once again, we

express our firm hope that reason, based on an objective analysis of the long-term

interest of the region, will prevail and bring about an equitable solution to this

crisis. That necessarily implies negotiation.

Por more than 10 years Lebanon has been suffering from instability and war.

That country, which foraerly was one of the most peaceful oases in the region, is

today a land of desolation, where there is no visible hope or consolation for the

weeping men, women and children. This tragedy, exacerbated by foreign

interference, has lasted far too long. It is time to make it possible for the

Lebanese people to regain its coherence and national unity.

Asia, in spite of significant economic progress, is still undergoing

upheavals. In that continent, too, voracious appetites have transformed certain

regions into places of desolation, murders and massacres.

In Afghanistan, there is some glimmer of hope on the horizon. Discussions

have been held on all sides, and we hope that they will succeed in bringing about

solutions in keeping ~lth the sole interests of the Af9~~n pecpl~. While, in

principle, Burkina Paso is against any interference, whatever its origi.n, it cannot

accept a situation in which the tragedies of others are maintained and used for

purposes of geopolitics and confrontation between the super-Powers.

It has been many years since Kampuchea has known peace and internal

stability. In that case too, we call for respect for the fundamental principles of

the Charter.

The division of the Korean peninsula into two parts is a tragedy. The Korean

people have a legitimate will to reunification. That reunification must be

achieved by the Koreans themselves, in complete independence, without foreign
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interference and by peaceful means. Like the General Assembly, which has spoken

out and still speaks out in unison in favour of this reunification, we hope to see

Korea take its place very soon in the united Nations.

Moreover, the National COuncil of the Revolution, the GOvernment and the

people of Burkina Paso greatly appreciate the initiative taken by the Government of

the Democratic People's Republic of Korea that made it possible to hold, from 6 to

8 September, the successful International Conference for Denuclearization of Peace

in the Korean Peninsula.

Almost everywhere in the world, peoples that have become disillusioned because

they have waited in vain for just and equitable solutions to their problems are

engaging in desperate actions which, because of their absurdity and their negative

effects on international opinion, complicate and even delay their victory. To

fight for one's rights is one thing; to sacrifice innocent lives is another.

It must, however, be emphasized that while individual terrorism is not

acceptable, State terrorism is even less acceptable. The events in the

Mediterranean this year as well as the foreign interventions in Central America are

serious infractions of the fundamental principles of the United Nations Charter and

threaten world stability. International relations at the end of the twentieth

century cannot and must not rest on the reason of force instead of the force of

reason. Such behaviour is a very long step backwards, to a time when international

relations were taking their first halting steps.

The arms race is one of the greatest tragedies of this second half of the

twentieth century. It not only drains energies and enormous resources that could

have been used more fruitfUlly for the development of our nations, but constitutes

today one of the most serious threats to mankind. In the past, security lay in the
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possession of the most sophisticated weapons; but today the best guarantee of our

survival is disarmament, particular n~~lear disarmament. To envisage winning a

nuclear war today is not only utopian but irrational, because the classical

military tht!Ories of -superiority- or -balance- are defunct now that each of the

protagonists can destroy the world several times over with the arsenals it already

has.

Hence, there is only one way out: disarmament. And disarmament depends

essentially on the will of the great Powers. Recently, gestures of good will have

been gl~sed - for example, a freeze on nuclear tests and more serious

consideration of the problem of disarmament. We can only encourage all the Powers,

and particularly the soviet Union and the United States, to continue on that path.

We extend our best wishes to those two super-Powers at their summit meeting on 11

and 12 October. We hope that they will be guided by the interests of mankind.

For a number of years now there has been a deep crisis in the world economy.

All the countries of the world are facing economic difficulties. The situation in

the developing countries is steadily and alarmingly worsening. Everywhere people

are talking only about low growth rates, indebtedness, insolvency, inflation,

unemployment or hunger. The problem of external debt is a basic component of the

many problems facing all the third-world countries in their daily struggle against

underdevelopment.

Indeed, how can countries like ours, with very limited financial resources,

overcome famine, drought and illness, set up industrial plants and build roads and,

at the same time, transfer resources to the developed countries - that is, borrow

in order to repay an external debt and bear the costs of servicing that debt, which

continue to increase because of the requirements of the present order?
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Bas not the time come for the international COII!Ilunity as a whole to deal

seriously with this gangrene? It is Burkina Faso's deep conviction - which it

stated during the eighth Summit Conference of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries

in Barare - that the repayment of debt is not a moral choice of so-called respect

for a commitment; it is a concrete question and must be solved in a concrete way.

No other continent has been so shaken by tlllase various ills as Africa. The

moving spectacle of the disastrous drought and famine that afflicted that part of

our planet led to a surge of solidarity on the part of the peoples of the whole

world with the effort to save innocent human life. But the problems of the

development of sub-Saharan Africa are still not completely understood.

The special session of the General Assembly on the economic situation in

Africa, which was held here earlier this year, highlighted all the symptoms of the

African illness: the drop in the volume of trade, the deterioration of the terms

of trade, the increase in interest rates, the instability in exchange rates, the

reduction of agricultural production, the indebtedness, the diminution, in real

terms, of development aid, the economic stagnation or even regression in many

countries. That is a picture of bitter failure, for which the African continent is

not solely responsible. For the fact is that Africa has rarely been the master of

its own development: Africa's development has almost always been the brainchild of

persons who have had and still have a very doubtful understanding of our profound

being. So far, Africa has been content with being a passive consumer of products

and ideas coming from outside the continent. Therefore, another strategy is

reQUired, which means breaking with the practices of the past.

In this connection, President Thomas Sankara stated the following from this

rostrum during the thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly:

WIt must be proclaimed that there will be no salvation for our peoples

unless we turn our backs completely on all the models that all the charlatans
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of that type have tried to sell us for 20 years. There can be no salvation

for us unless we reject those lIOdels, there can be no developllent without that

break-. (A/39/PV.20, p. 3)

That awareness has, since" August 1903, led the people of Burkina P'aso to

understand that the ·salesaen of happiness· were in fact nothing hut sad pedlars,

going from door to door selling BystellS that redly did not lleet our needs and our

realities. That is Why Africa, that continent of hope, in two decati~llfJ becaae the

backyard of Western shops and reaained on the sidelines of a world that was being

built without it.
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To be sure, the Africans have done muci'! in 25 years - much more than had been

done in alaost 100 years of colonization. Bu~ the question remains of who profited

from this development when the fact is that the African populations have become

poorer. The battle waged by Burkina Faso since 4 August 1983 has been pre~isely

aimed at eliminating the obstacles and the underlying causes of its

underdevelopment. The former Upper Volta, as everyone knows, reflected, in an

astonishing way, all Africa's ills, characterized essentially by: chronic

malnutrition, infant mortality of more than 180 per thousand, life expectancy of

barely 40 years, school attendance of 14 per cent, one doctor for 50,000 people,

and a gross domestic product of approximately $100.

The revolution of 4 August 1983 is aimed above all at mobilizing the people,

at restoring their confidence so that they can be able better to share their own

destiny despite a hostile and difficult natural environment.

The road leading our people to fulfilment of their development objectives is a

long one. Day by day, the struggles that we win as well as the defeats that we

suffer, provide increasing evidence that victories can be won against hunger,

disease, ignorance, servitude and humiliation. For that to happen, the masses must

find the nec~Gsary confidence to transform their own future around clear and

precise goals.

Some of our achievements are worth mentioning as examples which could benefit

the international community. In the area of health, the success of the ·commando

vaccination· programme exceeded expectations. With the assistance of the united

Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), we were able to immunize against the most common

infant diseases - meningitis, measles and yellow fever - in a matter of 15 days

more than 2.5 million children between the ages of 7 and 14, thus providing a

favourable backgrOUnd for our expanded vaccination programme. The operation called

·one village, one primary health care unit·, allowed us to provide all our
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7,500 villages with a primary health unit and to train approximately 15,000 village

health w,.;kers.

In matters of education, school attendance increased to 23 per cent, thanks in

particular to the efforts of the people, who built new schools in record time.

Moreover, within the framework of a literacy campaign, more than 31,000 leaders in

4,500 villages learned to read and write in their national idioms. Almost

50 per cent of those people will be assigned to literacy tasks.

In the field of ecology, the struggle against desertification in my country

has reached extraordinary lengths and pervades every aspect of the life of the

Burkina people. More than 500,000 trees have been planted and we expect a success

rate of at least 60 per cent. Special emphasis has been placed on the construction

of dams and reservoirs. Those achievements have raised the volume of reservoir-

water from 8.7 million tons in 1983 to 302.4 million tons in 1986, which, together

with improved rainy seasons, should allow us to achieve food self-sufficiency in

the years to come.

Finally, in the area of housing, in addition to low-cost housing, it has been

possible to make available to our people 62,000 plots of land in 1983 up from

60,000 in 1960, the year of our independence.

To consolidate and increase those achievements Burkina Faso has just launched,

its first 5-year development plan which should inject into the economy

630 billion CPA francs, or approximately $1.8 billion between now and the end of

1990.

This plan, whose main goal is the restoration of the base of our economy that

had become distorted by years of natural disasters and mismanagement, will give

rise to SUfficiently bold action to give a new dynamic imprint to the rhythm of

growth of that economy.
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Strengthened by the recoanendati ~"1n~ and conclusio!!!:" i'\f tI'!e special session of

the united Nations on the critical econ~~ic situation in Africa, Burkina Faso

intends to succeed, through this plan, in setting up an independent and

self-sufficient national economy in which agriculture and livestock, defined as

-the driving force of our dev~lopmenta, will be the backbone.

The efforts that we have just described are to be placed within the more

general framework of the struggle of people for a world of dignity and peace. In

this regard, the United Nations still has a role to play because mankind is a whole

and all of us will survive or perish together.

In spite of the commotion caused by events in the world, we shall maintain our

conviction that the worst does not always happen, and that the masses are the ones

who make historyo

The injustices and the evils of the past disappear. What remain are the

values aud the people who nurture the idea of what is just and beautiful and work

to implement it.

The ideals of eauality, fraternity and peace reflect the requirements of our

spirit. We call them aspirations.

We in Burkina Faso, since the establishment of the National Council of

Revolution, have constantly proclaimed and demonstrated this willingness for peace

and co-operation with all countries of the world, and especially those in the West

African sUbregion. We are struggling for our development, which is possible only

in an environment of peace, and nothing would l~ad us to threaten that or to

jeopardize it because we are neither negative nor suicidal.

I should like to repeat here this willingness, because we believe that it is

in keeping with the concept of resPeCt f~r the principles of the United Nations

Charter and for the promotion of friendship and understanding among peoples. Thus,

and only thus, shall we build a future of peace and happiness in keeping with the

aspirations of our peoples.
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The PRESIDENT: We have heard the last speaker for this meeting. Several

representatives wish to speak in exercise of their right of reply, and I shall now

call upon them.

May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes for

the first ihtervention and to 5 minutes for the second intervention and should be

made by delegations from their seats.

Mrs. TAYLOR (united States of America): Yesterday evening the General

Assembly heard the Iranian Foreign Minister present an account of international

relations in which he ascribed to the United States responsibility for the

continuation of conflicts and tensions in the Middle East, Africa and Latin

America.

His views and opinions are totally at variance with the realities of what is

happening in those regions. His characterization of united States foreign policy

is not only false but malicious. It is particularly ironic to hear the

representative of I~an, whose Government has engaged in a policy of the most severe

repression and violence against its own people over the past saven years, criticize

the united States or any other dem~ratic nation.

We find it particularly repugnant to hear the Foreign ~inister of Iran and

others accuse the united States of State terrorism and to present Libya as an

innocent victim. This totally o~e-sided view misrepresents events and is

completely false, and I reject it outright. We have on other occasions discussed

in detail Libyan complicity and responsibility for indiscriminate acts of terrorism

in Western Europe, the Middle East and elsewhere, Iranian encouragement for acts

of terrorib~ in Lebanon and elsewhere is also well known.
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The Vice P'oreign Mi.nis':er of Laos, as well as the poreign Minister of

Mongolia, referred, out of obvious ignorance, to Puerto Rico. In its

resolution 748 (VIII), in 1953, the General Assembly recognized that the people of

Puerto Rico had attained a full measures of self-government. Por those Ministers,

whose Governments' respect for the freedom of their own peoples is so limited, to

seek to pose as spokesmen for the Puerto Ricans, whose right of self-determination

is not in auestion7 is thoroughly hypocritical. Unlike the citizens of the

countries that raised this issue, the people of Puerto Rico have the right to

determine their future political status through an open and democratic political

process.

To the Ministers and others who have referred with equal malice to the

strategic defence initiative, 1 repeat what President Reagan said to the General

Assembly just last week, as follows:

·1 have offered firm and concrete assurances that our strategic defence

initiative could never be used to deploy weapons in space that can cause mass

destruction on Earth. I have pointed out that the radical reduction we seek

now in offensive arsenals would be additional insurance that strategic defence

initiative cannot be used to support a first-strike strategy.·

The President also said:

·Such strategic defences, coupled with radical reductions in offensive forces,

would represent a safer balance and would give future statesmen the

opportunity to move beyond it - to the ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons

from the face of the Earth." (~4l/PV.4, p. 22)

Surely a bold initiative, using space technology to provide a more secure

future ~~~ ~ free world, th~t will tap the limitless opportunities of space for the

economic and general benefit of mankind, is one devoutly to be wished for by all

reasonable people everywhere.
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Hr. TSVE'l'KOV (Bulgaria) (interpretation from French) : It is regrettable

that the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Turkey felt called upon to launch into an

absurd attack ~gainst the People's Republic of Bulgaria in tbis Ball, but we are

not surprised. What Turkey has done within the United Nations as well as in other

international forums, as the Turkish Minister has mentioned, is merely a

continuation of the hostile anti-Bulgarian campaign being waged in Turkey.

The People's Republic of Bulgaria strongly rejects those calumnious attacks,

because they are totally unfounded. The Turkish assertions with regard to a

SO-called Turkish minority and to attacks on the religious sentiments of Bulgarian

nationals, including Muslims, are pure inventions. In BUlgaria there is no

repression, no violence, no action against any religion; nor has there been any

profanation of any religious or historical monument. Bulgaria is an open country

with nothing to hide. It is a country of tourism that welcomes thousands of

foreign visitors each year. All Bulgarians - Christians, Muslims, atheists and

other - enjoy the same rights. They live and work in peace, in equal and normal

conditions. How can one explain the fact that, despite the innumerable facts and

evidence to the contrary, despite the statements and protestations of the Muslim

Bulgarians themselves ar~ their indign&tion at Turkey's attempts to exploit their

religious beliefs for its own purposes, make unfounded statements about them, other

than by saying that it demonstrates an ongoing effort by those now in power in

Turkey to divert the attention of the Turkish people and the international

community from the massive violations of human rights and the rights of minorities

al~ the harsh economic and social conditions in their own country?

We are well aware of the ambitio~s goals Turkey has in mind when it attempts

to cast a shadow on the friendly relations Bulgaria has traditionally enjoyed with

the Islamic countries. The Government of the People's RepUblic of Bulgaria gave
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further proof of its openness when, in an unprecedented gesture, it invited

representatives of Stat~e meRbers of the Organization of the Islamic Canference to

visit Bulgaria and see for theaselvea the totally unfounded nature of the

statements made by Turkey, which for selfish reasons has become the self-appointed

defender of IDJam in other ~untries.

With regard to Bulgarian-Turkish relations and our al--peals for dialogue, I

should like ta quote the words spoken by the President of the Council of State of

the People's Republic of Bulg~ria at his press conference in OCtober 1986. The

President stated, inter alia:

·We have declared on many occasions that we attach great importance to

good-neighbourliness and co-operation, particularly with our neighbours,

including the RepUblic of Turkey. In d~veloping our relationships we have

always pursued a constructive policy based on principle, mutual respect and

non-interferen~e in the internal affairs of others. We are convinced that if

such an approach were to prevail between our two countries there would exist

no problems that could not be solved. We want an active dialogue on all

questions of mutual interest with regard to the future.

·It is a fact that Bulgaria and Turkey are neighbours and that they will

be neighbours for ever. It is true that the five centuries under the Ottoman

yoke were a terrible and tragic period for Bulgarians and left scars that we

ha~e been trying for a long time to efface. The fault does not lie with the

Turkish people or the nationals of the Bulgaria of today. History should

teach us how to heal the wounds of a tragic past, while reason and

good-neighbourliness dictate that we must as quickly as possible rise above

the past, otherwise we might easily waste the fruits of our former

good-neighbourliness, to the benefit of neither the Turkish nor the Bulgarian

people.
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·!'Or our part, we are realists and we are forward-looking. We ~ave

always desired and we continue to desire constructive ~elationa with our

neighbour Tqrkey. With r~ard to the prob~e.8 that arise, we are prepared,

with the sense of responsibility of statesaen, to persist in our search for

future opportunities to establish friendly relations between ou~ peoples and

countries in the interest of ~aee and understanding in the Balkans, in Europe

and in the world as a whole."

•• 6• .. •.
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Mr. TURKMEN (Turkey): I find it difficult to understand the reason which

led the representative of Bulgaria to reply to my Foreign Minister's statement.

Indeed, our Foreign Minister made a very brief and measured reference to the plight

of the Turkish minotity in Bulgaria. The seriousness of the problem cannot be

denied. The oppression directed against the Turkish minority is well documented in

hundreds of press reports and editorials, eyewitness reports and several

publications of international organizations dealing with human rights.

The whole world knows that the Turks in Bulgaria were forced to o~ange their

Turkish and Muslim names and adopt Slav names instead; that they are forcibly

prevented from using their language and practising their religion; and that scores

of Turks have been brutally killed by Bulgarian police forces. This Bulgarian

policy a violation not only of international instruments on human rights but also

of Bulgarian commitments contained in bilateral treaties and agreements with

Turkey. No amount of rhetoric, distortion, self-righteous assertion or racist

theories - which have been repeated again by the Permanent Representative of

Bulgaria - will efface this shameful crime. As my Minister has said, we are

nevertheless ready to try to resolve the problem through dialogue with Bulgaria.

The Permanent Representative of Bulgaria also made some economic and social

comparisons between Turkey and Bulgaria - and, of course, those comparisons were

very disadvantageous for Turkey. I am not going to discuss that issue here, but if

the economic and social situations in Turkey are so bad, how does he e~plain the

fact that 1.5 million people in Bulgaria would like to emigrate to Turkey? Even if

we assume that all of them are masochistic, I think Bulgaria should allow this

emigration.

Furthermore, the Permanent Representative of Bulgaria claimed that Bulgaria

was a free country and that anyone could visit Bulgaria. But the freedom of a

country cannot be defined by the freedom of foreigners to enter and leave that

••
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comtry. It can be oefined mly by the freedom that that COlmtry's citizens have,

if they so wish, to leave it. No one in Bulgar ia, including the 'l\1rkish minor ity,

has that right.

I thi!lk this has been an unnecessary discussioo because, as I have indicated,

we are seriously trying now to enter into a dialogue with BUlgaria. I think that

the Permanent Representative of Bulgaria would have been much better advised if he

had refrained from speaking.

The PRESIDENT: I shall now call on those representatives who wish to

exercise the right of reply for a secood time.

Hr. 'ISVE'l'KOV (Bulgar ia) (interpretation from French): It is most

unfortunate that the representative of Turkey should have engaged in making up the

same inventions against my col.mtry. Not only do we reject those inventions, but we

also ooce again address an earnESt appeal to the representative of Turkey to occupy

the solid ground of responsibility and political realism.

Bulgaria~Turkish relations would be facilitated if ooce again based on

mutually advantageous oo~peration, good-neighbouriness and understanding - as had

indeed been the case in the recent decades. That would be in keeping wi th the

interests of both peoples and would correspond to relatioos of qood-neighbourliness

between two sovereign States which have not only a PaSt and a present but also a

future.

Hr. 'lURRMEN ('l\1rkey): I have no intentioo of prolooging this

discussioo. I agree wi th the Permanent Representative of Bulgar ia on one point:

that we should proceed with political realism. But political realism includes also

respect for human rights. As loog as we agree 00 that definition of poll tical

realism we can very easily try to resolve the problem.

The meeting rose at 6.45 p.m.




